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Hetero Diels-Alder reaction is one of the most important reactions in computational 
chemistry. There have been years of disputes of pathways. In this thesis, we used 
theoretical methods to study the concerted and stepwise mechanism of these reactions.  
In chapter 2, theory basis, methods and tools used to calculate and analyze the 
reactions are explained. 
In chapter 3, we first studied the reaction mechanism and some possible factors that 
would affect the concerted pathway of reactions of CH2=X (X= O, S, Se, NH, PH, 
AsH, CH2, SiH2…) and 1,3-butadiene. Reactions have a lower energy barrier when X 
is a second-row or third-row atom. The excitation energy between the singlet and 
triplet state (∆Est) is proved to be the most important factor that affects the energy 
barrier. Relationships with the old FMO (frontier molecular orbital) theory are also 
elucidated. Our calculation shows preferences of using ∆Est over FMO theory. For the 
FMO theory, only the smaller HOMO-LUMO gap will be chosen for final 
considerations. So, it can only give rough prediction. The fully optimized singlet and 
triplet states exitation energy rather than the image exitation energy is used because the 
former one provides additional considerations of geometry changes. These two 
approaches differ little when the fully optimized triplet state structure is similar to that 
of singlet state but great when the two structures are significantly different. Other 
factors are also studied and correlated to energy barrier. They are proved to be minor 
important factors. 
In chapter 4, we changed the diene from 1,3-butadiene to 2-aza-1,3-butadiene. The 
hetero atom (N) makes the reaction harder as compared to that of 1,3-butadiene with 
 viii
ethylene. Effects of Lewis acid catalyst BF3 are also studied. It doesn’t help to lower 
down the stepwise pathway as does for the concerted pathway. This shows this 
reaction actually goes through a concerted pathway. 
However, this may not be true when we change the substituent groups on ethylene. In 
chapter 5, effects of the methyl group are investigated. It’s proved to be greatly helpful 
to lower the energy barrier of the stepwise pathway and decrease the difference of 
energy barrier between the concerted and the stepwise pathway to only 4.6 kcal/mol. A 
polarized stepwise pathway rather than a diradical stepwise pathway is proposed for 
this reaction because the extra two methyl substituents contribute special stability by 
forming a stable tertiary carbenium ion rather than a diradical intermediate.   
In chapter 6, the Diles-Alder reaction of tetrafluoroethylene and 2-aza-1,3-butadiene is 
studied. Fluorine substituents help to stabilize radical centers. The energy barrier of the 
stepwise pathway is slightly higher than that of the concerted pathway by 0.3 kcal/mol.   
In summary, the mechanisms of some hetero Diels-Alder reactions have been carefully 
studied. Possible factors that affect the concerted pathway have been evaluated and the 
excitation energy between singlet and triplet states is suggested to be the important 
factor for concerted pathway. Two possible ways are suggested to lower the energy 
barrier of the stepwise pathway. One is to put methyl groups on the dienophile 
terminals which helps a polarized stepwise pathway and the other one is to add 
fluorine to the dienophile terminals which helps a diradical stepwise pathway.  
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Chapter 1  General introduction 
 
The hetero Diels-Alder reaction is one of the most important methods for the 
synthesis of heterocyclic compounds. Its mechanism has long been the subject of 
controversy that has not led to consensus. The study of pericyclic reactions, which may 
occur via either concerted (close shelled) or stepwise (open-shelled) pathway, is 
always the fundamental issues in organic chemistry and computational chemistry.  
The concerted pathway has been well known for the prototypical Diels-Alder 
reaction. FMO theory has been proved powerful and can be used to predict the rate and 
selectivity of the concerted pathway of reactions. However, it has many limitations in 
use and sometimes even gives wrong prediction of results. We hope to find out the 
reasons for its problems. 
A full consideration of the mechanism cannot ignore the stepwise pathway. 
Radicals are the most important things that need to be considered in the stepwise 
pathway. They are highly reactive species. Therefore, experimental studies for radicals 
are always more difficult than other close shell species. There are few experimental 
evidences of the stepwise pathway. Moreover, most mechanisms and thermo chemistry 
involving radicals are generally not well understood. However, theoretical calculations 
provide alternative methods to complement to experimental studies. They can be used 
to verify experimental findings, elucidate the reaction pathway, and predict chemical 
selectivity.  
In this thesis, we will use quantum mechanical methods to study the mechanism of 
hetero Diels-Alder reactions. This thesis is organized into the following chapters. 
Firstly, I will briefly introduce the theoretical basis of this thesis in chapter 2  the 
Hartree-Fock (HF) theory, post HF methods, basis sets, density functional methods and 
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several composite models for accurate prediction of energetic of reactions and 
thermochemical data, and natural bond order (NBO) analysis. 
Secondly, I will report the effects of substitution of X for the dienophile CH2=X 
(X=O, S, Se, NH, PH, AsH, CH2, SiH2…) on the concerted mechanism of hetero 
Diels-Alder reaction. Factors that may affect the energy barrier are studied and 
correlated to the energy barrier. Finally the excitation energy is justified as the most 
important governing factor. The relationship between the excitation energy and FMO 
theory is also addressed.   
Thirdly, I used quantum mechanical methods (mainly the density functional 
methods) to examine the stepwise pathway of Diels-Alder reaction of 2-aza-butadiene 
and ethylene derives  1,1-dimethyl-ethylene, tetrafluoroethylene. Both the polarized 
stepwise pathway and diradical stepwise pathway have been considered. These two 
pathways are also compared in details. We found that the stepwise pathway is still not 
preferred over the concerted pathway. Finally, we study the effects of Lewis acid 
catalyst BF3 on the mechanism of hetero Diels-Alder reactions. Calculations show that 




Chapter 2 Theoretical basis 
 
In this chapter, I will introduce the various computational methods and theories 
used in this thesis. This chapter is organized into 8 sections: In Section 2.1-2.4 a brief 
introduction is given to ab initio and density functional theories (DFT). The 
introduction to ab initio theory is rather brief. For DFT theory, many new functionals 
were proposed in recent years. Therefore, only a few of the most commonly used 
functionals in the literature and those functionals used in this thesis are presented. In 
Section 2.5, a detailed description of several models proposed in recent years to 
calculate accurate thermochemistry data is given. In Section 2.6, spin correction for 
UHF methods is introduced. In Section 2.7, Reasons for choosing B3LYP as the 
method for our research are given. Finally, the method of Natural Bond Orbital (NBO) 
population analysis is outlined in Section 2.8. 
 
2.1 Hartree-Fock (HF) Theory 
It is very difficult to solve the time-independent non-relativistic Schrödinger 
equation 
Ψ=Ψ∧ EH ,         (2-1) 
exactly since Ψ is a complex function of nucleus and electron coordinates. Therefore, 
several approximations are required. The first important approximation to solve this 
equation is the Born-Oppenheimer Approximation. In this approximation, the moving 
of the electrons and the nuclei are assumed to be independent. Mathematically this 
implies the total wavefunction Ψ can be written as the product of the nuclear 
wavefunction and electron wavefunction:  
),...,,()( 21 nrrrR ΨΨ=Ψ .        (2-2) 
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As a result of this approximation, we can solve the Schrödinger equation for nuclei and 
electrons independently: 
)()()]()([ RERRERH Ψ=Ψ+∧ ,       (2-3) 
The electronic Schrödinger equation is given by  
),...,,()(),...,,()( 2121 nn rrrRErrrrH Ψ=Ψ
∧
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and R and r represent the nuclei and electron coordinate, respectively. E(R) is a 
function of nuclei coordinates and its map is called potential energy surface (PES). 
The wavefunction ),...,,( 21 nrrrΨ  in Eq. 2-4 is still a very complex function of all 
electron coordinates. The second important approximation is the Independent Electron 
Approximation. In this approximation, each electron is described by a function of the 
nuclei coordinate, i.e. φ(ri). There is a set of suitable φ(r)’s for a given molecule, 
{φk(r)}. A suitable n-electron wavefunction is the product of n one-electron functions 
selected from {φk(r)}, i.e. φk1(r1)φk2(r2)…φkn(rn). One way to build ),...,,( 21 nrrrΨ  is to 
take the linear combination of all these suitable n-electron wavefunctions. Using the 
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where φki(r) is selected from {φk(r)}. Each determinant in Eq 2-7 is called a 
configuration. 
In Hartree-Fock theory, ),...,,( 21 nrrrΨ  is further simplified into only one Slater 
determinant. Applying the variational principle, each φk(r) in the Slater determinant 
approximation of ),...,,( 21 nrrrΨ  is the eigenfunction of the Fock Operator 
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1 φφφφε .             (2-10) 
One simple way to build φk(r) is to take the linear combination of a set of complete 
or finite basis functions {χi}  
∑=
i
iikk cr χφ )( .                  (2-11) 
By substituting Eq 2-11 into Eq 2-8, the stationary values of coefficient can be obtained by 
solving Eq. 2-12 iteratively 
εScFc = ,                   (2-12) 
where  
>=< ∧ jiij FF χχ || ,                 (2-13) 
>=< jiijS χχ | ,                  (2-14) 
and c is the coefficients in Eq 2-11 in vector form. 
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2.2 Correlation Methods 
In HF theory, ),...,,( 21 nrrrΨ  is simplified as one single Slater determinant. Due to 
this simplification, electron correlation is not considered explicitly in the HF method. 
Correlation energy is small compared with the total energy but it is of the same order 
of magnitude as the energetic values which are of chemical interest. Most ab inito 
methods dealing with electron correlation are based on the HF reference wavefunction 
as in Eq. 2-12. One approach is to form a set of Slater determinants by any set of n 
one-electron wavefunctions solved from Eq 2-12. By taking the linear combination of 
these Slater determinants according to Eq 2-7, an approximate ),...,,( 21 nrrrΨ  can be 
formed. Hence, a better wavefunction can be obtained by two different approaches: (a) 
optimizing only the coefficients of the Slater determinants; and (b) optimizing both the 
coefficients of the Slater determinants and the coefficients of the atomic orbitals in the 
one-electron wavefunction φ(r).  
Method (a) is the basic idea of single-reference configuration interaction (CI) 
methods. In this approach, the configurations other than the HF reference 
wavefunction are obtained by replacing the one-electron molecular orbital in the 
reference wavefunction (occupied molecular orbital) by the virtual orbital(s). This 
substituation process corresponds to the virtual excitation of the electron(s) in the 
occupied orbital(s) to the unoccupied orbital(s). In the CISD method, the CI 
wavefunction is composed of determinants resulted from all the single and double 
excitations and the reference HF determinant. Similarly, An CID wavefunction is 
composed of determinants resulted from all the double excitations and the reference 
HF determinant. The major deficiency of the CID and CISD methods is that they are 
not size-consistent. That means the energy of the well separated molecules calculated 
by the CID and CISD methods in a whole is not equal to the sum of the energies of the 
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individual molecules. The quadratic configuration interaction (QCI) method was 
developed to correct this deficiency. Corresponding to CID and CISD methods, there 
are QCID and QCISD1 methods. QCISD(T) is the QCI method obtained by adding 
triplet substitutions to QCISD in an iterative way. Coupled cluster (CC) method is also 
designed to correct the size-consistency deficiency. Accordingly, there are CCD, 
CCSD, and CCSD(T)2,3 methods.  
Method (b) is the basic idea of multi-configuration self-consistent field (MCSCF) 
theory, complete active space MCSCF (CASSCF), and multi-reference configuration 
interaction (MRCI) methods. The CASSCF method is an MCSCF method in which the 
reference wavefunctions are selected as all the possible excitations of the electrons in 
the active space. The active space is composed of a subset of the occupied orbitals and 
a subset of the virtual obitals. Of course the MCSCF based methods need not solve Eq 
2-12, but starting from the HF one-electron wavefunction is a convenient way to build 
a good starting MCSCF wavefunction. 
Another approach of incorporating electron correlation is using the Møller-Plesset 
perturbation theory to deal with the electron correlation. In this approach, electron 
interactions are treated as the perturbation to the sum of the one-electron Hamiltonians. 
If we truncate the perturbation correction to energy up to second order, the method is 
called MP24, and the methods correct to the third, fourth, and fifth correction are called 
MP35,6, MP47, and MP58, and so on. The commonly used MPn methods are based on a 
single-reference wavefunction (HF wavefunction). The CASPT29 and CASPT310 
methods are MP2 and MP3 methods using the CASSCF reference wavefunction.  
Valence Bond (VB) theory differs from the HF based theories in the way they 
build one-electron wavefunction from basis functions, ie, the way they build 
),...,,( 21 nrrrΨ , and the way they select the important configurations.  
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2.3 Basis Sets 
Most current quantum mechanical programs use the linear combination of atomic 
orbitals (LCAO) approximation to build the one-electron molecular orbitals. The most 
“natural” atomic orbitals are the Slater-type Orbitals (STO). However the STO’s are 
not as mathematically convenient to use. Another type of basis set is the Gaussian-type 
Orbitals (GTO). The integrals of GTO’s are easier to calculate than STO’s, but they 
lack the proper cusp behavior of the STO’s as the distance between electron and 
nucleus approaches zero, and at large distances it will die off much too quickly. To 
avoid this deficiency, GTO’s are used to mimic STO. Such Gaussian basis functions 
are referred to as contracted Gaussian functions and the component Gaussian functions 
are referred to as primitives. 
 
2.3.1 Minimal Basis Sets 
Minimal basis sets contain the minimum number of basis functions needed for each 
atom. Minimal basis sets use fixed atomic-type orbitals. The STO-KG basis set is a 
minimal basis set which takes the linear combination of K GTO’s to mimic STO. The 
commonly used STO-KG minimal basis set is STO-3G11,12. Since a minimal basis set 
incorporates only a single set of valence functions for each symmetry type, it is not 
capable of describing non-spherical electron distribution in molecules. 
 
2.3.2 Split Valence Basis Sets 
The simplest way to improve the flexibility of a basis set is to increase the number 
of basis functions on each atom. A basis set formed by doubling the functions of a 
minimal basis set is usually termed a double-zeta basis set. If only the valence function 
of a minimal basis set is doubled, the basis set is referred to as split-valence basis set. 
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The commonly used split-valence basis sets are 3-21G13,14,15 and 6-31G16,17 basis set. 
In the 3-21G basis set, each inner orbital of an atom is formed by taking the linear 
combination of three GTO’s, while the valence orbital is split into two parts, formed 
by taking a linear combination of two and one GTO’s, respectively. The triple-zeta 
basis set 6-311G18,19 is formed by further splitting the valence orbital into three sets of 
orbitals. 
 
2.3.3 Polarized Basis Sets 
Split-valence basis sets allow orbital to change size, but not to change shape. This 
limitation can be removed by adding orbitals with angular momentum beyond what is 
required to describe ground state of each atom. The commonly used 6-31G(d) basis set 
is formed by adding d type functionals to non-hydrogen atoms to the 6-31G basic set. 
In the cases where the description of the hydrogen atoms is important, a set of p type 
orbitals are usually added. For example, the 6-31G(d,p) is the 6-31G(d) basis set 
formed by adding a set of p type orbitals to hydrogen atoms. In a similar manner, the 
6-311G(d) and 6-311G(d,p) basis sets are formed from the 6-311G basis set. 
 
2.3.4 Diffuse Basis Sets 
Diffuse functions are large-size version of s and p-type functions. They allow 
orbitals to occupy a larger region of space. Basis sets with diffuse functions are 
important for systems where electrons are relatively far from the nucleus and systems 
with significant negative charge or systems in their excited states. For instance, 6-
31+G(d) basic set is the 6-31G(d) basis set with diffuse functions added to heavy 
atoms. 
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Usually the more flexible the basis set is, the more accurate the results are. 
However, it is not possible to apply very large basis set for large molecules. Therefore, 
it is important to select a suitable basis set to describe various properties satisfactorily.  
 
2.4 Density Functional Theory (DFT) 
2.4.1 Basic Theory 
Density Functional Theory solves Eq 2-1 in a different way compared with ab 
initio methods. Ab initio methods try to obtain the eigen wavefunction ),...,,( 21 nrrrΨ  of 
the system. The expectation value of a physical property in a particular state described 
by ),...,,( 21 nrrrΨ  is given by 
∫ ΨΨ>=ΨΨ>=<< ∧∧∧ nnnnn drdrdrrrrOrrrrrrOrrrO ...),...,,(),...,,(),...,,(||),...,,( 212121*2121 .
                    (2-15) 
Generally 
∧

















 21'2'1211'11 ),()2,1(),()1( drdrrrrrGdrrrF ∫∫ ∧∧ += ρρ ,             (2-16) 
where 
∫ ΨΨ= nnn drdrrrrrrrnrr ...),...,,(),...,,(),( 22'121*'11ρ , 
∫ ΨΨ−= nnn drdrrrrrrrnnrrrr ...),...,,(),...,,()1(),( 3'2'121*'2'121ρ . 
Thus, the expectation value of any physical property can be expressed as the function of the 
electron density. In particular, the total energy can be written as 
)()(...)()( 11
*
1 ρρρ FdrrVdrdrVTdrrVE extneeext +=Ψ+Ψ+= ∫∫∫ ∧∧ ,           (2-17) 
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where Vext is the external potential, 
∧
T  is kinetic operator, eeV
∧
 is two-electron 
interaction operator, and F(ρ) is a function of ρ. 
Hohenberg and Kohn20 showed that the non-degenerate state density ρ is uniquely 
determined by Vext or vice versa. By applying Hohenberg-Kohn variational principle to 
Eq 2-17, Kohn and Sham21 derived an exact single-particle self-consistent equation 
similar to the HF equation 











i rr φρ  





ρδ=                   (2-19) 
The total energy of the system is given by 
E = EV + ET(ρ(r)) + EJ(ρ(r)) + Exc(ρ(r)),              (2-20) 
where  
EV is ∫ drrVext )(ρ ; 







rr ρρ  is the classical Coulomb repulsion energy between 
electrons; 
Exc is the exchange-correlation energy. 
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Various DFT methods differ from each other in the way they deal with Exc(ρ). In the 
generalized gradient approximation (GGA)  
∫ ∇∇= drrrrE xcxc )](|,)(|),([)( 2ρρρερ .               (2-20) 
The local density approximation (LDA) approximates the Exc(ρ) as 
∫= drrrE LDAxcLDAxc )()]([)( ρρερ .                 (2-21) 
In practice, Exc is divided into two parts, exchange Ex and correlation Ec, 
Exc = Ex + Ec.                  (2-22) 
 
2.4.2 Some Exchange Functionals 
LDA, B88 and PW91 are the most commonly used exchange functionals.  
Exchange functional proposed by Slater22 






3][ ρπρ  .                (2-23) 
The corresponding potential is 
3
1
))(3(][ rLDAx ρπρε −=                  (2-24) 



































π=A , and β=0.0042. 

































ρ∇=s , a1 = 0.19645, a2 = 7.7956, a3 = 0.2743, a4 = -0.1508, and a5 = 
0.004.  
 
2.4.3 Some Correlation Functionals 
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where the functions x, X, and Q are respectively, 
2
1






= πρSr , X(x) = x2 + bx + x, Q = (4c – b2)1/2, and the constants are A 
= 0.0621814, x0 = -0.409286, b = 13.0720 and c = 42.7198. 












































3 π=FC , a = 0.04918, b = 0.132, c = 0.2533, and d 
= 0.349. 
Perdew-Wang (PW91) correlation functional24,25 
],,[][][91 tsHV LDAc
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with C1 = 0.001667, C2 = 0.002568, C3 = 0.023266, C4 = 7.389 × 10-6, C5 = 8.723, C6 
= 0.472, and C7 = 0.07389. 
Most DFT methods are derived from a combination of the exchange and 
correlation functionals, for example, S-VWN, B-LYP, and B-PW91, et cetra. 
 
2.4.4 Hybrid Functionals 
The hybrid functionals mix a part of the HF exchange energy into the pure DFT 






rr ρρ  already includes the self-
expulsion energy of electrons. However, this additional energy term cannot be 
completely cancelled out by the part in Exc(ρ). Therefore, it is important to include a 
part (not the whole) of exact exchange energy of the HF calculation. In the HF theory 
this part is exactly cancelled out. The three-parameter mixing scheme proposed by 











−∆+∆+−+= 880 )( .              (2-30) 
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The correlation functional Becke used in his original paper is PW91. Parameters A, B, 
and C in Eq 2-30 were optimized by fitting to experimental data. The B3-LYP 










x ECEEBEAEA ∆+++−+ **)1(* 88 ,            (2-31) 
with A = 0.80, B = 0.72, and C = 0.81 obtained by fitting to G2 test set31. 







xcxc EEaEE −+= ,                            (2-32) 
with a0 = 0.16 in B1-B96 exchange-correlation functionals. 
 
2.5 Model Chemistry 
Under the independent electron approximation, the exact solution of Eq 2-4 could 
only be reached by increasing the basis set (complete basis set limit, CBS) and 
configurations (full configuration interaction, FCI) to infinity. However, in practice 
due to the limited computational resources, only lower-level correlation method with a 
limited basis set is applicable to most molecules. In order to reach high accuracy with 
less computational efforts, several composite models aiming at calculating accurate 
thermochemistry data were proposed in recent years. A typical model is composed of 
four elements: 
1. a geometry optimization method; 
2. a method for calculating zero-point vibrational energy (ZPE); 
3. a set of basis set for each atom; and 
4. an algorithm to estimate the FCI/CBS energy. 
The Gaussian-n series proposed by Pople et al. and the CBS-n series proposed by 
Petersson et al. are the two most widely used composite models. 
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2.5.1 Gaussian-n Series 
1. Gaussian-1 (G1) 
In 1989, Pople et al. proposed G1 method33 to calculate accurate thermochemistry 
of small molecules. This method was designed to reach an experimental accuracy of ± 
2 kcal mol-1 on calculated heats of formation, ionization energies, and proton affinities, 
etc. This procedure achieves to obtain an energy at the QCISD(T)/6-311+G(2df,p) 
level and the remaining errors between calculation and experiment are minimized by 
adding an empirical term, which is called the higher level correction (HLC), with 
parameters fitting to experimental values. The steps for a G1 calculation are: 
a. Geometry optimization at MP2(FU)/6-31G(d) (Here the notation “FU” means 
inclusion of core electrons when calculating correlation energy, while the 
notation “FC” of later methods means not to include.) 
b. Zero-Point-Energy(ZPE) calculated at the HF/6-31G(d) level with a scaling 
factor 0.8929 for frequencies; 
c. Single point calculations, based on the MP2(FU)/6-31G(d) geometries, at the 
QCISD(T, FC)/6-311G(d,p), MP4(FC)/6-311G(d,p), MP4(FC) / 6-311+G(d,p), 
and MP4(FC) / 6-311G(2df,p) levels; 
d. Calculating components: 
∆E(+) = E[MP4(FC) / 6-311+G(d,p)] - E[MP4(FC) / 6-311G(d,p)];          (2-33) 
∆E(2df) = E[MP4(FC) / 6-311G(2df,2p)] - E[MP4(FC) / 6-311G(d,p)];    (2-34) 
∆E(HLC) = -Anβ -B(nα - nβ),                (2-35) 
with A = 0.00611, and B = 0.00019 hartrees, and nα and nβ are the numbers of the α 
and β valence electrons of a molecule. 
The G1 energy at 0 K is given  by 
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E0(G1) = E[QCISD(T, FC)/6-311G(d,p)] + ∆E(+) + ∆E(2df) + E(HLC) + E(ZPE).
                    (2-36) 
Eq. 2-36 assumes the additivity of the contributions from diffuse and polarized basis 
sets. 
 
2. Gaussian-2 (G2) 
The G2 theory34,35 adds one more single-point calculation MP2(FC)/6-
311+G(3df,2p) to the G1 method. Correspondingly an additional energy term is added 
to Eq 2-36, 
∆ = E[MP2(FC)/6-311+G(3df,2p)] – E[MP2(FC)/6-311G(2df,p)] – E[MP2(FC)/6-
311+G(d,p)] + E[MP2(FC)/6-311G(d,p).              (2-37) 
The A and B parameters for calculating the HLC in the G2 method are re-optimized 
on the same test set as G1. The new constants are A = 0.005, and B = 0.00019 hartrees. 
The G2 energy at 0 K is given by 
E0(G2) = E[QCISD(T, FC)/6-311G(d,p)] + ∆E(+) + ∆E(2df) + ∆ + E(HLC) + 
E(ZPE).                  (2-38) 
The average absolute deviation from 125 well-established experimental values for 
the G2 theory is 1.21 kcal mol-1. 
 
2. G2(MP2) and G2(MP2,SVP)  
G2(MP2)36 and G2(MP2,SVP)37 are the two variations of the G2 method, which 
reduce the computational efforts while still keeping certain degree of accuracy. Both 
methods omit all MP4 calculations from the original G2 method. In G2(MP2,SVP) 
method, the computational efforts are further reduced by performing the QCISD(T,FC) 
single-point calculation with the double-zeta split-valence 6-31G(d) basis set (SVP) 
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rather than the triple-zeta split-valence 6-311G(d,p) basis set in both G2 and G2(MP2) 
methods. Thus, the G2(MP2) and G2(MP2,SVP) energies at 0 K are given by Eq. 2-39 
and Eq. 2-40, respectively, 
E0[G2(MP2)] = E[QCISD(T, FC)/6-311G(d,p)] + E[MP2(FC)/6-311+G(3df,2p)] – 
E[MP2(FC)/6-311G(d,p)] + E(HLC) + ZPE,               (2-39) 
E0[G2(MP2,SVP)] = E[QCISD(T, FC)/6-31G(d)] + E[MP2(FC)/6-311+G(3df,2p)] 
– E[MP2(FC)/6-31G(d)] + E(HLC) + E(ZPE).              (2-40) 
The A and B values for calculating E(HLC) in the G2(MP2) method are the same 
as those of G2, while for the G2(MP2,SVP) theory their values are 0.00532 and 
0.00019 hartrees, respectively. The average absolute deviations from experiment 
(based on the G2 test set) are 1.48 and 1.63 kcal mol-1 for G2(MP2) and G2(MP2, 
SVP), respectively. 
In fact, there are other recently developed theories, e.g. Gaussian-3 (G3), and 
G3(MP2). As G2 methods already can provide good results, Gaussian-3 (G3) is not 
used in this thesis. 
 
2.6 Spin Contamination and Spin Correction 
2.6.1  What is spin contamination? 
For systems with a multiplicity other than one, it is not possible to use the RHF 
method. Often an unrestricted SCF calculation (UHF) is performed. In an unrestricted 
calculation, there are two complete sets of orbitals, one for the alpha electrons and one 
for the beta electrons. Usually these two sets of orbitals use the same set of basis 
functions but different molecular orbital coefficients. The advantage of unrestricted 
calculations is that they can be performed very efficiently. The disadvantage is that the 
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wave function is no longer an eigenfunction of the total spin, <S2>, thus some error 
may be introduced into the calculation. This error is called spin contamination. 
 
2.6.2 How does spin contamination affect results? 
Spin contamination results in having wave functions, which include the desired 
spin state, and other higher spin states. This occasionally results in slightly lower 
computed total energy. More often do the results slightly raise the total energy since a 
higher energy state is being mixed in. However, this change is an artifact of an 
incorrect wave function. Since this is not a systematic error, the difference in energy 
between states will be adversely affected. A high spin contamination can affect the 
geometry, population analysis and the spin density. 
Spin contamination is often seen in unrestricted Hartree-Fock (UHF) calculations 
and unrestricted Møller-Plesset (UMP2, UMP3, UMP4) calculations. It is less common 
to find any significant spin contamination in DFT calculations, even when unrestricted 
Kohn-Sham orbitals are being used.  
Unrestricted calculations often incorporate a spin annihilation step that removes a 
large percentage of the spin contamination from the wave function at some point in the 
calculation. This helps to minimize spin contamination but does not completely 





2.6.3 Restricted open shell calculations  
It is possible to perform ROHF( Restricted Open Shell Hartree-Fock) calculation. 
The advantage of this approach is that there is no spin contamination. The 
disadvantage is that there is an additional cost in the form of CPU time required in 
order to correctly handle both singly occupied and doubly occupied orbitals and the 
interaction between them. As a result of the mathematical method used, ROHF 
calculations give good total energies and wave functions. However, the singly 
occupied orbital energies do not rigorously obey Koopman's theorem.  
Whenever the errors introduced by spin contamination in UHF based methods are 
unacceptable, the restricted open shell calculation is the best way to obtain a reliable 
wave function.  
Within the Gaussian program, restricted open shell calculations can be performed 
for Hartree-Fock theory, density functional theory, MP2 and some semi-empirical 
wave functions. The ROMP2 method does not yet support analytic gradients, thus the 
best approach is to run the calculation as a single point energy calculation based on the 
geometry from another method. If a geometry optimization must be done at this level 
of theory, a non-gradient based method such as the Fletcher-Powell optimization must 
be used. 
 
2.6.4 Spin projection methods 
Another approach to improve an unrestricted calculation is to project out the spin 
contamination after the wave function has been obtained (PUHF, PMP2).  
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A spin-projected result does not give the energy obtained by using a restricted open 
shell calculation. This is because the unrestricted orbitals were optimized to describe 
the contaminated state rather than being optimized to describe the spin projected state. 
 
2.6.5 Spin correction for DFT 
In contrast to the UHF results38, Baker and co-workers39 found that spin contamination 
is often very small for systems investigated with DFT. Pople and co-workers observed 
that unrestricted Kohn-Sham (UKS) barriers are lowered by as little as 1 kcal/mol 
compared to restricted Kohn-Sham (ROKS) barriers40. This is a further piece of 
evidence for the low-spin contamination effect in DFT theory.  
Yamaguchi and his coworker41 examined a procedure for improving the spin and 
energy properties of an UMPn wavefunction, which involves expanding the UMPn 




          (2-41) 
Spin correction is essential for calculating spin properties of singlet states of open-
shell systems with the UHF method. It also improves the spin properties and slow 




2.6.6 Does unrestricted DFT still need spin correction? 
Because the unrestricted DFT method has a low spin contamination effect, many 
people who used unrestricted DFT do not perform the spin correction. However, as we 
known, spin correction for HF and MP methods has been shown to give improved 
energies of excited states42,43,44,45,46. There have been many successful examples. 
Goldstein and his coworker47 also used this method to calculate the stepwise pathway 
for parent Diels-Alder reaction ― 1,3-butadiene and ethylene. Bradley and his 
coworker have used this method to study the conformational selectivity for reaction for 
s-trans-1,3-butadiene48. Furthermore, since the Becke3 exchange functional still 
includes some Hartree-Fock exchange, many other people argue that it is still 
appropriate to perform spin-projection as what we have done for HF and MP methods.  
So the need of a spin correction depends on what is the difference between the real 
value, the calculated value and the corrected value after spin correction.  
As we known, the spin-projection procedure overestimates the stability of the pure 
singlet states in this region. Thus, the true singlet energy lies between the spin-
contaminated and spin-projected singlet energies. Since the spin-projection procedure 
overcorrects for triplet contamination and the ‘corrected’ energy is not a better 
approximation of the true singlet energy.  
Hence, in our study, we did not perform spin correction. Anyway, the spin-
contaminated and spin-projected energies provide upper and lower bounds to the true 
singlet energy. Thus, sometimes, a range of values can be identified within which the 
true singlet energy lies.  
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2.7 Reasons for choosing the B3LYP method  
Although there are many computational methods available for studying open-
shelled system, we have chosen the B3LYP method for our studies for the following 
reasons. 
1). UHF and UMPn methods are not suitable for the calculation of radicals 
because the underlying UHF wave functions of these species is often severely spin 
contaminated and results from that sometimes are proved to be wrong. Although spin 
correction can help in some way, UHF and UMPn methods are still unreliable—
sometimes even lead to wrong conclusions. In our discussions, we will provide some 
UHF results besides UB3LYP results for comparisons. Gaussian-n series use geometry 
optimized at MPn methods. Some transition states and intermediates are hard to locate 
using MPn methods. Therefore we will not adopt it as methods of choices. 
2). Coupled cluster (CC) and quadratic CI(QCI) methods are less dependant on the 
quality of the UHF wave function and adequately describe the electron correlation in 
radical ions and even in systems that requires multireference treatment. However, the 
CC and QCI methods are impractical for some of the systems examined in this thesis. 
3). Hybrid density functional methods such as the B3LYP functional gave results 
in good agreement with the available experimental data and highly correlated MO-
based methods for many open-shelled system. 
 
2.8 Population Analysis Method 
Mülliken population analysis is widely used because of its simplicity. However, 
due to its overlap partition strategy, in some cases it may indicate a wrong direction for 
charge transfer, and lead to unphysical negative values. Mülliken population is also 
sensitive to the effect of the basis set.49 Several new analysis schemes have been 
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developed in the recent years. The Atom in Molecules (AIM)50 and the Natural Bond 
Orbital (NBO)51analysis are the two most prominent approaches. Only NBO method is 
introduced here since the AIM method is seldom used in this thesis. 
NBO analysis deals with the one-electron density matrix of HF, DFT or correlated 
wavefunctions: 
 
2.8.1 One-electron density operator )'1,1(
∧ρ and one-electron density matrix D: 
The one-electron density operator )'1,1(





Trnρ .              (2-42) 
Generally for any CI wavefunction ∑ Φ=Ψ
i




* ϕϕηρ ,                (2-43) 
where 0 < ηi ≤2. For the HF wavefunction:  
|)()...2()1(| 21 nM nk φφφ=Ψ , 
























* . Thus, we obtain a density matrix D whose element Dlm in the 
HF approximation is ∑
i
milicc
* . The one-electron density matrix D of any wavefunction 
can be obtained by expanding one-electron density operator )'1.1(
∧ρ  calculated using a 
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set of basis functions {χi}. The element Dij is given by <χi(1)| ρ(1,1’)|χj(1’)>, or 
[ '11)(1')(1,1')1( j
* ddi∫∫  ∧ χρχ ]. 
 
2.8.2 Natural atomic orbital (NAO) 
In order to obtain natural atomic orbital, the density matrix D is divided according 







D = ,                 (2-45) 
where DAA is formed by the atomic orbitals whose center is A, and so on. 




kAAD ϕηϕ = .                   (2-46) 
The normalized and orthogonalized sAk 'ϕ  are called the natural atomic orbitals (NAO). 
The method for orthogonalize these pre-NAO’s is called occupancy-weighted 
symmetric orthogonaliztion (OWSO) procedure.52 If ηk > 1.999, the corresponding 
NAO is called a core orbital (KA). If 1.90 < ηk < 1.999, the corresponding NAO is 
called a lone-pair orbital (nA). If ηk is around 1.0, the NAO is called a valence orbital. 
If ηk is near zero, it is called a Rydberg orbital. The occupancy of each NAO is  
>< '|)'1,1(|' AkAk ϕρϕ  .                 (2-47) 
The important result of a population analysis method is the atomic charge. The atomic 











2.8.3 Natural hybrid orbital (NHO) and Natural bond orbital (NBO) 
The natural bond orbital analysis is closely related to the concept of hybrid orbitals, 
where the chemical bonds are formed by hybrid orbitals of the atoms. In NBO analysis 












ϕη , which 
gives 





h=σ , in which hA contains only atomic orbitals from atom A, and hB 
contains only atomic orbitals from atom B. If η > 1.90, the corresponding orbital is 
called bond orbital (σAB). If η is near zero, it is called anti bond orbital (σAB*). The 
normalized and orthogonalized hA is called natural hybrid orbital (NHO, hA’). σAB can 
always be written as caha’ + cbhb’ and σAB* as caha’ - cbhb’. 
Then we get a set of orbitals, KA, nA, σAB, σAB*…, which are called natural bond 
orbitals (NBO). The natural bond orbitals can be used to analyze the bonding in a 
molecule. For instance, the coefficients ca and cb directly show how large is the 
contribution from the hybrid of each atom forming the bond. The deviation of the 
occupancy for bonding orbitals from the idea 2.0 is an indication of how well the 
molecule is represented by the classical Lewis structure.  
 
2.8.4 Natural localized molecular orbital (NLMO) 
Orbitals obtained by diagonalizing one-electron density matrix D using the NBOs 
as basis functions are called natural localized molecular orbital (NLMO). The NLMO 
may be written in the NBO form as  
K++≈ *CDABNLMOAB λσσφ ,                 (2-50) 
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where λ reflects the extent of the mixing between the bonding orbital and the anti-
binding orbital (Figure 2-1). 
According to perturbation theory, the energy lowering due to interaction between a 











*||2 FE  .                (2-51) 








Eq .                 (2-52) 
The second order orbital analysis is important in analyzing the bindings in a molecule, for 
example the hyperconjugation, and the donor-acceptor interactions in molecular complexes. 
“NBOs were conceived as a ‘chemist’s basis set’ that would correspond closely to 
the picture of localized bonds and lone pairs as basic units of molecular structure.” 
NBO analysis can give atomic charges, information on hyperconjugations, bond orders, 
and how important is a particular interaction, etc. However, one deficiency of current 
NBO codes incorporated into Gaussian and other programs is that the perturbation 
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Figure 2-1 Interaction diagram between two orbitals. 
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Chapter 3  A theoretical study of hetero Diels-Alder reactions of 1,3-butadiene 
and CH2=X (X= O, S, Se, NH, PH, AsH, CH2, SiH2…) 
 
3.1 Introduction 
Hetero Diels-Alder reaction has been a powerful tool for the synthesis of heterocyclic 
compounds and numerous theoretical studies have been devoted to this subject. 
Previous studies have suggested a number of important factors that may affect the 
energy barrier for the Diels-Alder reaction  HOMO-LUMO interactions, secondary 
orbital interactions (SOI), charge transfer, steric effects, exo-lone pair effects, 
uniformity of aromatic, and etc1-18. However, it is still not clear that which one is the 
decisive factor in governing the reaction energy barrier. The frontier molecular orbital 
(FMO) theory has proved to be a valuable tool to predict the rate and selectivity of 
organic reactions in particular pericyclic reactions and cycloadditions. However, many 
reactions appear not to obey the FMO rules of regiochemistry and reactivity. We need 
to examine further the problems of this theory. In this chapter, the Diels-Alder reactions 
of 1,3-butadiene with a series of CH2=X (X=O, S, Se, NH, PH, AsH, CH2, SiH2…) will 
be studied systematically. As we know, in the process of a hetero Diels-Alder reaction, 
three double bonds are broken and two single bonds (C-C and C-X) and one double 
bond are formed. This process certainly consists of several energy components: 
1). the required energy to break the double bond in the dienophile; 
2). the required energy to change the conformation of the dienophile from the structure 
of reactant to the transition state; 
3). the required energy to change the conformation of the diene from the structure of 
reactant to the transition state; 
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4). the energy for the formation of two single bonds; 
5). the required energy to break the two double bonds in the diene and form a new 
double bond; 
6). the interaction energy of the dienophile and the diene. 
Actually, the factors that most theoreticians have studied are all related to one or more 
of these energy components. Exitation energy between the singlet and triplet state 
(hereafter as ∆Est) and HOMO-LUMO interaction are related to 1) and 5), deformation 
energy to 2) and 3), and charge transfer to 4) and 6). From the energy components 
listed above, we can generally conclude that ∆Est and HOMO-LUMO interaction will 
probably be the most important factor because they are directly related to the most 
important energy components that are required to break chemical bonds. We will verify 
this later.  
G2(MP2) and G2(MP2,SVP) are the two variations of the G2 method, which can 
reduce the computational efforts while still keep certain degree of accuracy. G2(MP2) 
has been proved to be excellent methods and be able to provide us precise results about 
reaction enthalpy and energy barrier19,20. So, we will employ the G2(MP2) for our 
study. Moreover, tools like frontier molecule orbital (FMO) theory approach, the state 
correlation diagrams (SCD) have been applied to analyze the reactions. 
 
3.2 Computational Details 
G2(MP2) calculations have been performed with the help of the Gaussion 9823 suite of 
programs. The trend of activation energy has been investigated by different tools 
including the FMO perturbative theory, SCD, and the natural bond orbital (NBO) 
analysis. 
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3.3 Results and Discussions 
3.3.1 Reaction mechanism  Concerted or Stepwise? 
For Diels-Alder reaction of ethylene with 1,3-butadiene, which has been well studied at 
nearly all feasible levels of theory, computational chemists generally agree that the 
concerted pathway is favored over the stepwise pathway by only a few kcal mol-1. 
However, other reactions have not been well studied for both mechanisms. Calculations 
for ethylene and 1,3-butadiene21(Figure 3-1)show that the anti diradical intermediate 
has the lowest energy among all three kinds of intermediates( anti, gauche-out and 
gauche-in). In this study, we have optimized the geometry of the diradical intermediate 
(DI) which is involved in the stepwise pathway at the MP2(full)/SVP level. Figure 3-2 
and Figure 3-3 show the structure of DI and the TS of the concerted pathway 
respectively. The energy differences of the diradical intermediate (DI) and of the saddle 
point governing concerted addition (CSP) are listed in Table 3-1. DI has a higher 
energy than CSP. Here, the intermediate we examined is the triplet diradical 
intermediates. Although the singlet state one has a slightly lower energy, this will not 
change the conclusion that the stepwise pathway is higher in energy than the concerted 
pathway.  
The energy difference between DI and CSP is small for X=SiH2, PH and Se. However, 
these DIs are still higher in energy than the CSPs of the concerted pathway. As we 
known, Transition state of stepwise pathway is higher in energy than the diradical 
intermediate. So CSP has a lower energy than Transition state of stepwise pathway.  






Jursic BS22 suggested the use of the bond deviations as a means to explain the stability 
of the TS of Diels-Alder reactions. According to his theory, if six electrons that join the 
Diels-Alder reaction are equally delocalized on the six members ring, a ‘perfect’ TS 
that has bond orders as shown in Figure 3-4 is expected. He called this ‘uniformity of 
aromatic’. According to his theory, those with ‘perfect’ TSs have a lower energy barrier. 
From Figure 3-4, the sum of a ‘perfect’ TS bond orders shall be 4+6x. So x is equal to 
(Sum of six bond orders – 4)/6. In this way, we can calculate the x. For a ‘perfect’ TS. 
x is equal to 0.5.  For a ‘not perfect’ TS, we can also use the same way and calculate 
the average x. If we use the bond order of bond between atom C1 and atom X to minus 
this x, we can get the deviation of this bond from the average x.  In this way, we can 
calculate the sum of absolute deviations of these 6 bonds from the perfect TS. However, 
our results in Table 3-2, Table 3-3 and Table 3-4 shows that the sum of bond 
deviations have no direct relationship with the stability of the transition state and 
energy barrier. The TS formed from CH2=O and 1,3-butadiene has the smallest 
deviation but its energy barrier is very large. CH2=SiH2 has larger bond deviations than 
CH2=CH2 but the energy barrier is smaller. So, the hypothesis of ‘uniformity of 
aromaticity’ is not applicable for this system. It may be due to several reasons: 1). 
These structures are not planar but the ‘uniformity, aromatic, ideal’ TS is based on the 
benzene-like structure that are planar. For the TSs of hetero Diels-Alder reactions, the 
twisted angles of dienophiles differ from each other greatly. 2). The importance of  
‘uniformity’ of bond order x is debatable. The newly formed two bonds have a bond 
length of about 2.5 Å while the others are about 1.5 Å. Although the electrons are 
equally delocalized, the bond order will not be the same because bond lengths are 
significantly different. Formaldehyde has the smallest value of ‘sum of bond 
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deviations’, yet it has a larger barrier. Moreover, reactions with lower energy barriers 
do not necessarily lead to TSs that the two new-formed bonds have similar bond 
lengths and bond orders. As one might have expected, catalysts increase the 
asynchronicity and decrease the ‘uniformity’ but it lower the energy barrier as well. 
Thus, the theory of ‘uniformity of aromaticity’ is not applicable here. 
 
3.3.3 Reaction enthalpy 
As shown in Table 3-4 and Figure 3-5, ethylene has similar reaction enthalpy as 
CH2=S, CH2=AsH, CH2=Se, CH2=PH but much different energy barrier. Calculations 
of Diels-Alder reactions of CH2=X (X=CH2,O,S) at G2(MP2) theory by Barne23 show 
similar trend. There is no quantitative relationship between the calculated energy 
barriers and reaction enthalpies. So reaction enthalpy is not a decisive factor that affects 
the energy barrier.   
 
3.3.4 HOMO—LUMO energy gap between CH2=X (cx) and 1,3-butadiene (but) 
The HOMO—LUMO energy gap of CH2=X and 1,3-butadiene (Table 3-5 ) clearly 
show that most reactions considered are normal electron demanding. However, 
ethylene with 1,3-butadiene is reverse electron demanding reaction because its 
LUMOcx-HOMObut is smaller than LUMObut-HOMOcx. There is no strong 
quantitative relationship between energy barrier and HOMO-LUMO energy gap 
(Figure 3-6 and Table 3-6). However, the general trend is there. Reactions with a 





3.3.5 ∆Est and SCD (State Correlation Diagram) 
SCD proposed by Shaik et al. provides a very effective tool in studying chemical 
reactivity. The correlation diagram for the cycloaddition reaction is shown in Figure 3-
7. For a given diene, the height of the energy barrier is essentially determined by ∆Est of 
the dienophile. In the Diels-Alder reaction, the C=X π bond is essentially replaced by a 
CX and a CC σ bond. So the energy barrier shall be determined by the strength of the π 
bonds that are broken. Since ∆Est provides a measure of the strength of the C=X bond 
in the dienophile, the simplest version of the SCD model has a significant predictive 
power. However, the FMO model does not share this behavior since the LUMO energy 
of the dienophile is not directly related to the strength of the π bond. Similarly for a 
given dienophile, energy barrier shall be decided by the ∆Est   of the diene. So, 
according to SCD scheme, here the energy barrier governing processes with similar 
reaction energy should be proportional to ∆Est of various dienophiles and 1,3-butadiene. 
Our calculation confirmed this. As evidenced in Figure 3-8, there is a better correlation 
between Ea and ∆Est than that for Ea and HOMO-LUMO gap. Barone25 contributes the 
anomaly to the difference of charge transfer diene+ Æ dienophile-. He commented that 
if the charge transfer (∆q) is similar, the result shall be similar. However, I think his 
proposal is not convincing. Charge transfer can be viewed as sign of the components of 
ionic bond or covalent bond but does not lead to direct relationships among Ea, 
HOMO-LUMO gap and ∆Est. I think the ignorance of minor HOMO-LUMO 
interactions is an important reason that makes FMO theory not applicable for some 
cases. As we known, for the ∆Est, we calculate excitation energies of both diene and 
dienophile. The excitation energy between the singlet and triplet states is viewed as the 
energy needed for electrons to be excited. The gap between the HOMO and LUMO of a 
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molecule roughly has a similar meaning. So, theoretically we could expect some 
roughly linear relationship between these two quantities.  
∆Est =k(LUMO-HOMO)   where k is a constant.   
Based on this,  
∆Est = ∆Est diene+ ∆Est dienophile 
        = kdiene(LUMOdiene-HOMOdiene)+kdienophile(LUMOdienophile-HOMOdienophile) 
     =k(LUMOdiene-HOMOdiene)+k(LUMOdienophile-HOMOdienophile) (when kdiene= 
kdienophile=k ) 
                 = k(LUMOdiene-HOMOdienophile)+k(LUMOdienophile- HOMOdiene)       
      = k*gap1+k*gap2.  
Figure 3-9 shows that the Gapself has a good correlation with its ∆Est. So for our system 
the kdiene and kdienophile is roughly the same. However, for different kinds of molecules, k 
may vary a lot. For the FMO theory, only the smaller one in gap1 and gap2 will be 
chosen for final consideration. It is obviously not enough. So, a good correlation is not 
expected for FMO theory, especially when the difference between these two gaps is 
very small. The differences between gap1 and gap2 for different CH2=X and 1,3-
butadiene are summarized in Table 3-5.  
Theoretically, the calculated excitation energy refers to a vertical process, i.e., the 
difference of the triplet state energy and the singlet state energy at the geometry of fully 
optimized singlet state. Here we use the difference between the fully optimized triplet 
state and the fully optimized singlet state energy as the excitation energy ∆Est(Figure 
3-10).To differentiate these two ∆Est, we call the vertical process one ∆Est-vertical. ∆Est  
has a good correlation with Ea. These two approaches differ little when the fully 
optimized triplet state structure is similar to that of the singlet state but great when the 
two structures are significantly different. In fact, the optimized triplet state structure 
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tends to be pyramidalized while the optimized singlet state structure tends to be planar. 
The correlation between this singlet to triplet vertical excitation energy and energy 
barrier (Ea) is not as good (Table 3-6).  
Moreover, as we known, the interaction between the diene and the dienophile is a 
mixture of two interactions  the interaction between LUMO of the dienophile and 
HOMO of the diene and the interaction between HOMO of the dienophile and LUMO 
of the diene.  A full consideration should include both sets of interactions. Neglect of 
either one may lead to errors, especially for those cases where these two interactions 
are similar in energy. Moreover, studies of Spino et al11 showed that for Diels-Alder 
reaction of ethylene and 1,3-butadiene, these two interaction does not work at the same 
stage of reaction. The interaction between LUMO of dienophile and HOMO of 1,3-
butadiene comes first and the interaction between HOMO of dienophile and LUMO of 
1,3-butadiene later. These two interactions both play important roles in the process. 
This is another reason why we cannot ignore the minor HOMO-LUMO interactions. 
In the previous equations we postulate that ∆Est = k(LUMO-HOMO). In Table 3-7, 
Gapself(LUMO-HOMO) of C=X and 1,3-butadiene are summarized to verify this 
postulation. Figure 3-9 shows that our postulation is applicable for this study. However, 
we can still find that 1,3-butadiene deviate more from the linear line than those 
dienophies.   
The excitation energy and HOMO-LUMO energy gap all dealt with one thing  the 
energy needed to break the double bond in diene and dienophile (the π bond 
dissociation energy (BDE)). Since the diene is the same, we only consider the 
dienophile. As illustrated in Figure 3-102, if a π-bond is formed between two radical 
centers, one or both of which prefers a pyramidalization geometry, BDE will be less 
than the intrinsic strength of a π-bond formed between the planar radical centers by the 
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amount of energy that is released by their pyramidalization. The π BDE contains 
vertical excitation energy, rotational energy and planarization energy. The ∆Est value is 
smaller than the ∆Est-vertical value because the optimized triplet structure favors 
pyramidalization.  So ∆Est rather than ∆Est-vertical is the very value that affects energy 
barrier. There have been many reports about application of SCD model that using the 
vertical ∆Est to study the effect of substitutent group received good results. This is 
because the substituent groups they studied are on the terminal of double bond. The 
structure of TS, fully optimized single state and fully optimized triplet state structure 
are similar.  However, for our systems, the ∆Est-vertical does not yield a very good 
correlation with energy barrier as the ∆Est. This may due to the fact that the 
pyramidalization of the radical center of the exited state structure differs significantly 
for different substituents.  
 
3.3.6 Endo/exo preferences and exo-lone-pair effect 
The Diels-Alder reaction of formaldimine with 1,3-butadiene proceeds by a normal 
electron demand interaction (εFMO=0.491 and 0.547 hartrees for the normal and reverse 
electron demanding interactions respectively). The ∆q (the charge transfer between the 
two orbitals using Natural Population Analysis) also shows clearly that the direction of 
electron donation in the transition structure is from 1,3-butadiene to formaldimine. The 
exo and endo TS structures are depicted in Figure 3-11. The actvation barrier of the 
endo approach is lower by 3.6 kcal mol-1 (3.8 kcal mol-1 at B3LYP/SVP25, 4.3 kcal mol-
1 at HF/6-31G*14, 4.9 kcal mol-1 at MP2/6-31G*14). Since the exothermicity is nearly 
the same in both reactions (-30.2 kcal mol-1), the endo preference must be of purely 
kinetic origins. In the exo transition structure, there is a strong lone pair  π system 
repulsion since the lone pair on the N atom is in the endo direction, which should 
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require a greater twisting of the exo conformation to alleviate the repulsive interaction. 
The greater degree of twisting in the exo transition structure not only raises the 
repulsive energy by a greater amount but also increases the steric repulsion with the 
hydrogen atom. This exo-lone-pair effect on the stereochemistry of hetero Diels-Alder 
cycloaddition had been illustrated by Young Soon Park and coworkers25. 
 
3.3.7 Charge transfer 
For all the Diels-Alder transition states, a natural population analysis (NPA) shows that 
a net charge transfer(CT) ∆q occurs from the diene (D) to the dienophile(d) due to the  
interaction of HOMO and LUMO orbitals of diene and dienophile(Table 3-8)24. ∆q is 
substantial for CH2=X (X=O, S, Se) but small for others. Electron withdrawing groups 
often lead to a larger ∆q. ECT is the stabilization energy by charge transfer during the 
interaction of the HOMO and LUMO orbitals.  
In order to quantify these interactions, a NBO deletion analysis of the CT type is 
employed24.  This scheme is associated with the off-diagonal elements of the 
Hamiltonian matrix that couple the donor (σ, π, or n) orbitals of one fragments (diene 
or dienophile) with the acceptor orbitals (σ*, π*) of its partner. ∆E (HD-Ld) is obtained 
by deleting the matrix elements between the two delocalized πcc NBOs of diene and the 
π*cx NBO of dienophile, whereas ∆E(Hd-LD) is obtained by deleting the matrix 
elements between the πcx NBO of dienophile and the two localized πcc* NBOs of diene. 
The total overall ECT is obtained when both kinds of interactions between the two 
partners are deleted.  For the details of calculations, please refer to section 2.8 in 
Chapter two. 
In our analysis, ∆q and energy transfer stabilization energy (ECT) are calculated at the 
HF/6-31G*//MP2/6-31G*(full) level. From Table 3-8, we can see that ∆q has no 
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relationship with energy barrier. The substituent group X affects ∆q greatly. CH2, SiH2 
and GeH2 have small ∆q while O, S and Se have large ∆q. This show similar trend as 
Barone’s study.23 ECT is the stalilization energy by HOMO-LUMO orbital interactions, 
so a tight TS tends to have a large ECT. From Figure 3-12 we can see the calculated ECT 
has some correlation with the energy barrier.  This shows the interactions of HOMO 
and LUMO orbitals stabilize the TS and play an important role in the Diels-Alder 
reaction. 
  
3.3.8 Deformation energy 
A comprehensive analysis of the factors affecting reactivity cannot neglect the 
deformation energy, namely the energy required to distort the diene and dienophile 
parts from their equilibrium structures to the geometries assumed in the TS. So we 
calculate the energy of diene at the geometries in TS. Using this to minus its energy at 
the equilibrium structure we can get the deformation energy of this diene. Similarly we 
can calculate the deformation energy of dienophile. 
Our calculated deformation energies share the same trends as previous calculations 
using other methods24. The deformation energy of the diene can be taken as a further 
index of the progress of the reaction in different TSs. The diene moiety of a late TS 
tends to have a similar structure as 1,3-butadiene. As evidenced in Table 3-9, the 
calculated deformation energies for X=SiH2, GeH2, Se are very small (~2 kcal mol-1). 
This suggests that CH2=SiH2, CH2=GeH2, CH2=Se have late transition states. 
Our studies show that the deformation energy of dienophile does not have a 
quantitative relationship with energy barrier (Figure 3-13, Figure 3-14 and Figure 3-
15).  However, we can still observe the trend that CH2=X involving a first-row electron 
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(e.g. C, O, N) tends to have a larger energy barrier and a larger deformation energy than 
that of the second-row and third-row atoms (e.g. Si, P, S…).  
 
3.3.9 Early or late transition state 
The motion forming the new C-C and C-X bond through a concerted mechanism 
dominates the transition vectors of all the transition states. So, we calculated the 
Pauling bond order np, which is defined as  
 
 where d0  is the bond length (Å) of the fully formed bond either in the reactant or in the 
product, d is the bond length of the corresponding bond in TS, n0 is equal to 1 or 2  for 
single and double bond respectively. Results are listed in Table 3-10.  
From the equation above, we know that an earlier formed bond tends to have a bigger 
np. In the Diels-Alder reaction TS, the formation of two CC single bonds are nearly 
synchronous when X is CH2 while the formations of C-C and C-X bond are not 
synchronous for other cases (e.g., the formation of the CC bond is significantly more 
advanced than the formation of the CO bond). The formation of CC bond is more 
advanced than CN bond for CH2=NH (exo) while later for CH2=NH (endo). For those 
X is a second-row atom, the formation of CX tends to be earlier than CC.  
Based on previous analysis, we know why the second-row systems have a small energy 
barrier for its reaction with 1,3-butadiene. The weakness of the C=X π bond is the main 
reason. For these second-row and third-row substituents, the C=X bond has a low-lying 
π* orbital. So it is easy to break this weak double bond and form new single bonds. 
Other factors also contribute the reaction, e.g., large exothermicity, but they are of 
minor importance.   
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3.4 Conclusions 
We have analyzed the prototypical hetero Diels-Alder reactions of CH2=X and 1,3-
butadiene using different quantum-mechanical approaches. The reactions proceed 
through a concerted route and have a lower energy barrier when X is a second-row 
atom. ∆Est (the excitation energy between the fully optimized singlet state and fully 
optimized triplet state) is the most important reason that affects the energy barrier. It 
shows a good correlation with the energy barrier. It can be used to predict the energy 
barrier of Diels-Alder reaction. It can also explain why FMO theory sometimes cannot 
give a good prediction of the rate and selectivity of Diels-Alder reactions. Reaction 
enthalpy, second orbital interaction, lone pair effect and  deformation energy have 
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3.6 Tables and Figures: 
Table 3-1 
Energy difference (kcal mol-1) between the diradical intermediate (DI) and the saddle 
point governing concerted addition (CSP) for the Diels-Alder reaction of 1,3-butadiene 










CH2 -234.01488 -234.03695 -0.02207 -3.4 
NH(exo) -250.05558 -250.08007 -0.02449 -3.8 
NH(endo) -250.05558 -250.08566 -0.03007 -4.7 
O -269.91678 -269.95442 -0.03764 -5.8 
SiH2 -485.04995 -485.06073 -0.01078 -1.7 
PH(exo) -536.32014 -536.33196 -0.01182 -1.8 
PH(endo) -536.32014 -536.33566 -0.01552 -2.4 
S -592.55083 -592.57464 -0.02382 -3.7 
GeH2  -2271.44027   
AsH(exo)  -2429.73547   
AsH(endo)  -2429.73840   
Se -2594.81051 -2594.82027 -0.00976 -1.5 
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Table 3-2  
Calculated structure parameters of  the TS for the concerted pathway at MP2(full)/SVP level 
(bond distance (Å)) 
X d12 d23 d34 d45 d56 d61 A216 A726 D1234 D1654 d61-d45 
CH2 1.379 1.410 1.379 2.284 1.381 2.284101.57101.57 0 0 0
NH(exo) 1.378 1.406 1.386 2.159 1.332 2.156104.26 98.13 -2.19 -19.94 -0.002
NH(endo) 1.384 1.411 1.377 2.323 1.326 2.040 99.30 98.47 2.44 16.54 -0.285
O 1.375 1.404 1.391 2.003 1.281 2.100100.62100.37 -2.9 -12.39 0.096
SiH2 1.368 1.435 1.357 2.858 1.733 2.590100.55101.47 -0.73 10.52 -0.268
PH(exo) 1.371 1.422 1.368 2.439 1.710 2.640101.98101.62 -0.44 -4.39 0.199
PH(endo) 1.372 1.426 1.364 2.563 1.703 2.550 98.72100.00 -1.42 5.39 -0.011
S 1.370 1.422 1.368 2.396 1.651 2.530 96.24100.52 -2.16 5.43 0.135
GeH2 1.364 1.440 1.355 2.916 1.795 2.670 99.26102.24 -2.71 10.46 -0.244
AsH(exo) 1.364 1.433 1.360 2.597 1.804 2.761101.17101.61 -0.57 2.62 0.163
AsH(endo) 1.363 1.438 1.357 2.723 1.797 2.722 97.32 99.74 -3.22 3.43 -0.002
Se 1.368 1.435 1.357 2.858 1.733 2.589100.55101.47 -0.73 10.52 -0.268
(d12 means the distance between atom 1 and 2 ; A216 means the angle between atom 2, 1 
and 6; D1234 means the dihedral angle between atom 1234. As to the atom numbering, 




Calculated Wiberg’s bond index of TS at the HF/SVP//MP2(full)/SVP level. 













CH2 1.620 1.286 1.620 0.272 1.673 0.272 0.457  1.633 
NH(endo) 1.561 1.329 1.539 0.342 1.583 0.301 0.442  1.509 
O 1.536 1.366 1.440 0.464 1.388 0.260 0.409  1.090 
SiH2 1.722 1.166 1.798 0.093 1.528 0.181 0.415  1.851 
PH(endo) 1.690 1.223 1.699 0.199 1.643 0.220 0.446  1.642 
S 1.677 1.228 1.686 0.219 1.713 0.216 0.457  1.657 
GeH2 1.757 1.149 1.822 0.078 1.593 0.155 0.426  1.869 
Se 1.754 1.166 1.784 0.127 1.792 0.150 0.462  1.978 
(As to the atom numbering, please refer to Figure 3-3.) 
 
Table 3-4  
Energy barrier Ea (kcal mol-1) and reaction enthalpy ∆H (kcal mol-1) for the concerted 









CH2 21.0 -40.8 
NH(exo) 23.7 -30.2 
NH(endo) 20.1 -30.2 
O 23.8 -24.3 
SiH2 2.4 -62.3 
PH(exo) 7.6 -41.8 
PH(endo) 5.2 -43.5 
S 5.5 -41.4 
GeH2 2.4 -56.9 
AsH(exo) 5.1 -41.0 
AsH(endo) 3.2 -42.3 
Se 2.1 -42.9 
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Table 3-5 
HOMO-LUMO interaction between 1,3-butadiene(But) and CH2=X  (X=CH2, SiH2, 













But -0.321 0.123    
CH2=CH2 -0.374 0.184 0.505 0.498 0.498
CH2=NH -0.424 0.169 0.491 0.547 0.491
CH2=O -0.436 0.146 0.467 0.559 0.467
CH2=SiH2 -0.311 0.092 0.414 0.434 0.414
CH2=PH -0.361 0.078 0.399 0.484 0.399
CH2=S -0.349 0.057 0.378 0.472 0.378
CH2=GeH2 -0.304 0.087 0.409 0.428 0.409
CH2=AsH -0.343 0.070 0.392 0.466 0.392
CH2=Se -0.325 0.046 0.368 0.449 0.368
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Table 3-6  
Exitation energy (kcal mol-1) of 1,3-butadiene and CH2=X (X=CH2, SiH2, GeH2, NH, 













But -0.321 0.123  10.76 13.28 
CH2 -0.374 0.184 0.498 21.0 12.36 32.49 
NH(exo) -0.424 0.169 0.591 23.7 12.60 19.47 
NH(endo) -0.424 0.169 0.591 20.1 12.60 19.47 
O -0.436 0.146 0.467 23.8 13.81 13.71 
SiH2 -0.311 0.092 0.414 2.4 7.46 21.07 
PH(exo) -0.361 0.078 0.399 7.6 8.58 13.94 
PH(endo) -0.361 0.078 0.399 5.2 8.58 13.94 
S -0.349 0.057 0.378 5.5 8.24 7.29 
GeH2 -0.304 0.087 0.409 2.4 6.65  
AsH(exo) -0.343 0.070 0.392 5.1 7.39  
AsH(endo) -0.343 0.070 0.392 3.2 7.39  




Gapself(the gap between the own HOMO and LUMO) of 1,3-butadiene(But) and CH2=X 






(eV) (eV) (kJ mol-1) (kcal mol-1) 
∆ Est 
(kcal mol-1) 
But -0.321 0.123 0.445 50.65 12.29 10.76 
CH2=CH2 -0.374 0.184 0.558 63.57 15.43 12.36 
CH2=NH -0.424 0.169 0.593 67.48 16.38 12.60 
CH2=O -0.436 0.146 0.581 66.18 16.06 13.81 
CH2=SiH2 -0.311 0.092 0.403 45.92 11.15 7.46 
CH2=PH -0.361 0.078 0.439 49.94 12.12 8.58 
CH2=S -0.349 0.057 0.405 46.16 11.20 8.24 
CH2=GeH2 -0.304 0.087 0.392 44.59 10.82 6.65 
CH2=AsH -0.343 0.070 0.413 47.04 11.42 7.39 




Energy barrier Ea (kcal mol-1) and charge transfer (kcal mol-1) for the concerted 
pathway of reaction between CH2=X and 1,3-butadiene. (X=CH2, SiH2, GeH2, NH, PH, 















CH2 0.505 0.498 21.0 21.0 7.9 6.0 0.011
NH(exo) 0.491 0.547 23.7 27.7 11.2 5.8 0.071
NH(endo) 0.491 0.547 20.1 27.5 9.6 5.4 0.034
O 0.467 0.559 23.8 36.5 17.7 5.6 0.223
SiH2 0.414 0.434 2.4 12.3 4.6 2.5 0.030
PH(exo) 0.399 0.484 7.6 15.0 5.7 3.7 0.034
PH(endo) 0.399 0.484 5.2 15.3 5.6 3.1 0.023
S 0.378 0.472 5.5 17.0 7.5 3.1 0.112
GeH2 0.409 0.428 2.4 10.6 4.1 2.1 0.029
AsH(exo) 0.392 0.466 5.1 11.2 4.1 2.5 0.033
AsH(endo) 0.392 0.466 3.2 10.8 3.9 1.9 0.028
Se 0.368 0.449 2.1 11.2 4.8 1.7 0.082
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Table 3-9  
Energy barrier (kcal mol-1) and Deformation energy(kcal mol-1) for 1,3-butadiene 










CH2 13.1 5.2 18.3 21.0 
NH(exo) 15.8 2.8 18.6 23.7 
NH(endo) 13.4 2.8 16.2 20.1 
O 17.7 9.2 26.9 23.8 
SiH2 4.4 1.2 5.6 2.4 
PH(exo) 7.0 1.2 8.2 7.6 
PH(endo) 6.0 0.6 6.6 5.2 
S 7.0 1.4 8.4 5.5 
GeH2 3.1 0.5 3.6 2.4 
AsH(exo) 4.0 0.1 4.1 5.1 
AsH(endo) 3.0 -0.2 2.8 3.2 





Bond distances and Pauling bond orders of TSs of  Diels-Alder reactions of 1,3-
butadiene and CH2=X 
X d12 d23 d34 d45 d56 d61 d61-d45 np(C4-C5) np(X-C1)
CH2 1.379 1.410 1.379 2.284 1.381 2.284 0.000 0.080 0.080 
NH(exo) 1.378 1.406 1.386 2.159 1.332 2.156 -0.002 0.120 0.099 
NH(endo) 1.384 1.411 1.377 2.323 1.326 2.040 -0.285 0.071 0.148 
O 1.375 1.404 1.391 2.003 1.281 2.100 0.096 0.200 0.105 
SiH2 1.368 1.435 1.357 2.858 1.733 2.590 -0.268 0.012 0.095 
PH(exo) 1.371 1.422 1.368 2.439 1.710 2.640 0.199 0.048 0.075 
PH(endo) 1.372 1.426 1.364 2.563 1.703 2.550 -0.011 0.031 0.099 
S 1.370 1.422 1.368 2.396 1.651 2.530 0.135 0.054 0.091 
GeH2 1.364 1.440 1.355 2.916 1.795 2.670 -0.244 0.038 0.021 
AsH(exo) 1.364 1.433 1.360 2.597 1.804 2.761 0.163 0.028 0.070 
AsH(endo) 1.363 1.438 1.357 2.723 1.797 2.722 -0.002 0.018 0.081 












Figure 3-1. The stepwise pathways for the Diels-Alder reaction of butadiene with 
ethylene. 
 
Figure 3-2. Structure of DIs obtained at the G2(MP2) level for the reaction of 1,3-
butadiene with CH2=X (X=CH2, SiH2, GeH2, NH, PH, AsH, O, S, Se). 
 
 
 Figure 3-3. Structure of TS of the concerted pathway. 1-5 are C, 6 is X (X=O, S, Se, 




Figure 3-4. Bond order of the ‘perfect’ TS for the concerted pathway. 1-5 are C, 6 is 





Figure 3-5. Correlation plots of Ea (kcal mol-1) and ∆H (kcal mol-1)  
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Figure 3-6. Correlation plots of  Ea (kcal mol-1) and HOMO-LUMO gap(eV) 
 
 





R2 =0.97                     
Figure 3-8. Correlation plots of  Ea (kcal mol-1) and ∆Est  gap (kcal mol-1).  
 


















Figure 3-10. Thermodynamic-cycle showing that the π BDE of an alkene is reduced from 
the intrinsic strength of a π bond between the planar radical centers by the energy released 
upon pyramidalization(This picture is from Reference 2). 
 
 













Figure 3-12. Correlation plots of Ea (kcal mol-1) and ECT(kcal mol-1).  
 









Figure 3-13. Correlation plots of energy barrier (kcal mol-1) and deformation energy of 
the diene part (kcal mol-1) 
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Figure 3-14. Correlation plots of the energy barrier (kcal mol-1) and deformation 
energy of the dienophile part (kcal mol-1)  
 










Figure 3-15. Correlation plots of the energy barrier (kcal mol-1) and deformation 
energy of the diene(D1) and dienophile(D2) part (kcal mol-1)  
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Chapter 4  Density functional study of the concerted and stepwise mechanisms of 
the BF3-catalyzed and un-catalyzed hetero Diels-Alder reaction of 2-aza-
butadiene and ethylene  
 
4.1 Introduction 
In recent years, the hetero Diels-Alder reaction has become an increasingly important 
method for the preparation of six-membered-ring heterocycles. For the parent Diels-
Alder reaction between 1,3-butadiene and ethylene, after attempts at nearly all feasible 
levels1,2,3, computational chemists have concluded that the reaction is a concerted 
process and the stepwise pathway is several kcal mol-1  higher in energy. For hetero 
Diel-alder reaction, there have been many calculations for the concerted pathway but 
few for both the concerted and stepwise pathways. It is still under disputes which one 
is the preferable one.   
 It is well known that the energy barrier of the concerted pathway can be greatly 
lowered by Lewis acid catalyst because Lewis catalyst can lower the energy gaps 
between HOMO and LUMO of interacting orbital and hence, reduce the energy barrier. 
It is intriguing to ask whether Lewis acid catalyst has a similar effect on the stepwise 
process.  
In this chapter, we are going to address the following questions: 1). What are the 
differences between the concerted and stepwise mechanism of Diels-Alder reaction of 
2-aza-butadiene and ethylene? 2). What are the effects of Lewis catalyst on the 
stepwise pathway? 3). How does the N atom in 2-aza-1,3-butaidene affect the reaction? 
Hetero Diels-Alder reaction between 2-aza-butadiene and ethylene has been the 
subject of numerous theoretical studies. These studies have ranged from semi-
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empirical methods to ab initio techniques including Hartree-Fock (HF), M ller-Plesset 
(MPn), and multi-configuration-self-consistent-field (MCSCF) methods (Table 4-1). 
The results of these studies for the concerted pathway are in qualitative agreement 
regarding the geometries and energies. However, for the stepwise pathway, results are 
significantly different. Some UHF and UMPn and AM1 CI methods favor stepwise 
pathway for 1-aza-butadiene and ethylene. From the studies for butadiene and ethylene, 
which covers nearly all feasible levels1,2,3, we know that it is because UHF and UMPn 
methods grossly underestimate the barrier and have severe spin contamination 
problems. So we can not trust UHF and UMP methods. Other methods have also been 
considered. CASSCF and other post-HF computations give good results but demand 
extreme computational resources. For the Diels-Alder diradical and concerted potential 
surfaces, which include numerous possible reaction pathways, it is especially costly to 
include all configurations for all possible stationary points. So we do not use CASSCF 
method. DFT offers improvements both in computational efficiency and in a balanced 
treatment of open- and closed-shell systems. The BLYP and B3LYP hybrid density-
functional method using the 6-31G* basis set yield reliable values for the barrier height 
of the concerted pathway. Coupled cluster (CC) and quadratic CI (QCI) methods are 
less dependant on the quality of the UHF wave function and adequately describe the 
electron correlation in radicals. CC, QCI and B3LYP are all good methods. However, 
based on the discussions in section 2.7 in Chapter two, DFT B3LYP method is chosen 
for calculations. 
Figure 4-1 shows possible BF3 catalyzed concerted and stepwise pathways for the 
Diels-Alder reaction of 2-aza-butadiene with ethylene. For each of the stepwise TS and 
intermediate, for example, for anti-TS in Figure 4-2,  there is another TS —— anti-
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left TS corresponding to this. It differs from anti-TS by the position of N. These 
corresponding structures are labeled with a “left” as prefix. 
As with the Diels-Alder reaction of ethylene and 1,3-butadiene, there are three 
conceivable diradicals formed from 1,3-butadiene. They are labeled as anti, gauche-in, 
and gauche-out. To undergo cyclization, all must pass through geometry like the 
gauche-in diradical, which has the radical centers near to each other. However, 
previous calculations suggest that the anti diradical conformer is the most favorable 
diradical intermediate. There are also conceivable pathways formed from transoid-2-
aza-1,3-butadiene. They are likely to be lower in energy than cisoid-2-aza-butadiene. 
Alexander et.al4 have studied a similar system ——1,3-butadiene and ethylene. There 
are four possible pathway for this reaction: Pathway 1: s-trans-1,3-butadiene and 
ethylene yield trans-cyclohexene via a concerted pathway; Pathway 2: s-trans-1,3-
butadiene and ethylene yield trans-cyclohexene via a  stepwise pathway; Pathway 3:  
s-trans-1,3-butadiene rearranges to s-cis-1,3-butadiene and then reacts with ethylene to 
form cis-cyclohexene via a concerted pathway; Pathway 4: s-trans-1,3-butadiene 
rearranges to s-cis-1,3-butadiene and then reacts with ethylene to form cis-cyclohexene 
via a stepwise pathway.   
For the concerted pathway, Pathway 1 has an energy barrier of 42.6 kcal mol-1 and is 
exothermic by 16.7 kcal mol-1. Pathway 3 has an energy barrier of only 24.8 kcal mol-1 
and is exothermic by 36.6 kcal mol-1 from s-cis-1,3-buatdiene and ethylene to get a cis-
cyclohexene. So Pathway 1 is not favored. 
For the stepwise pathways, Pathway 2 has a barriers 27.5 kcal mol-1 for s-trans-1,3-
butadiene respectively. Pathway 4 have a barrier of 29.0 kcal mol-1 for s-cis-1,3-
butadiene. Pathway 4 is lower in energy for the energy barrier for stepwise pathway. 
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However, the concerted Pathway 3 is still the most favorable one among all these four 
pathways.  
Several studies suggested that after forming the diradical from s-trans-1,3-butadiene, 
the diradical still need to rotate the allylic C-C bond to form diradical formed from s-
cis-1,3-butadiene. However, this will need ~14 kcal mol-1 energy which is much 
greater than that needed for s-trans-1,3-butadiene to s-cis-1,3-butadiene.  
Hence, in this study we only consider the TS and intermediate formed from cisoid-2-
aza-1,3-butadiene. 
 
4.2 Computational methods 
Calculations were performed with the Gaussian 98 suite of program5. All structures 
were fully optimized and characterized at the B3LYP/6-31G* level. Restricted 
B3LYP/6-31G* (hereafter referred to as RB) was used for closed-shell species: 
ethylene, cisoid and transoid-2-aza-1,3-butadiene, BF3 catalyzed cisoid- and transoid-
2-aza-1,3-butadiene, product  and BF3 catalyzed product, and the concerted transition 
structure. For the diradical species and the transition states of the stepwise process, full 
optimizations were carried out at the unrestricted B3LYP/6-31G* (hereafter referred to 
as UB) level on the stationary points of the three open-shell pathways: anti, gauche-in, 
and gauche-out. For all optimized structures, frequency calculations were performed in 
order to determine the nature of stationary points (the saddle points representing 
transitions states are characterized by one imaginary frequency) to obtain zero-point 
vibrational energies (ZPE).  
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4.3 Results and discussions 
4.3.1 Structures and energies 
Table 4-1 summarizes theoretical reaction enthalpies and energy barriers by previous 
calculations and results from this study. Calculated bond lengths are given in Table 4-
2 and Table 4-3. The HF bond lengths are shorter, while MP2 optimized values are 
longer. The RB methods give bond lengths between HF and MP2 (for example, as to 
R1, the RB result 2.217 is bigger than HF result 2.142 but less than MP2 result 2.237). 
As for the reaction enthalpy, HF methods and B3LYP method give similar results ( -
39.62 vs -39.70 ). As for the energy barrier, RB result 21.96 is less than HF result 
44.21 but larger than MP2 result 14.0. 
Calculated relative energies (kcal mol-1) for the Diels-Alder reactions of 2-aza-
buatdiene with ethylene are given in Table 4-4. 
The diradical mechanism was investigated using the UB method. The energies and 
geometries are summarized in Figure 4-2 and Table 4-4. The search for anti 
intermediate was successful but attempts for the gauche-in and gauche-out 
intermediates were unsuccessful.  The gauche-in intermediates could not be located. 
Instead, the concerted transition state structure was always obtained. Similar problems 
exist in the study for for reaction of ethylene and 1,3-butadiene. 
Among the transition states (hereafter as TS) —— gauche-in, gauche-out and anti, 
anti TS is one with lower in energy. Gauche-out TS is only about 2 kcal mol-1 higher. 
These TSs are all higher in energy than anti-intermediate. Attempts to locate the TS for 
the closure of anti intermediate to product were unsuccessful, leading instead to the 
concerted transition structure. This difficulty is similar as to what was reported by 
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E.Goldstein1. However, according to the CASSCF study by Li and Houk2, the energy 
barrier to the closure of the biradical is extremely small. 
Table 4-4 listed the <S2> for all species. The <S2> values of the reactants, product, and 
concerted TS are zero. The TS and intermediates for the stepwise pathway have none-
zero <S2> values. The deviations of <S2> from zero indicate that the diradical species 
are not pure singlet spin states. A value of unity for <S2> indicates a pure diradicaloid 
state consisting of an equal mixture of singlet and triplet spin states. The anti and 
gauche-out TSs show less mixing with triplet states than the anti intermediate.  
As explained in Chapter 2, density-function methods generally have a low-spin 
contamination. So whether a spin correction procedure is needed for B3LYP 
calculations has long been the subject of debate. Some computational chemists6,7,8,9,10 
advocate that since the Becke3 exchange functional includes part of the Hartree-Fock 
exchange term, it may be appropriate to perform spin-projection and the results can 
help us to understand the range where real energy barrier could be. However, spin 
projection can seriously degrade the quality of potential energy surfaces calculated by 
density functional methods. The energy barrier including spin projection is several kcal 
mol-1 lower and so actually the calculated range is not very helpful for us to predict the 
possible energy barrier.  
Spin projected energies were calculated with the approximate spin correction 





Here we include the results after spin correction (Table 4-4). Theoretically, the real 
value of singlet diradical intermediates lies between the uncorrected and corrected 
values. 
The spin correction may results in a several kcal mol-1 reduction in energy depending 
on the degree of triplet state mixing in the contaminated singlet state and the difference 
in energy between the triplet and contaminated singlet state. Transition states have less 
triplet state mixing than intermediates. However, the change in energy after spin-
correction is larger for transition states than for intermediates. This is because the 
energy difference is larger between the contaminated singlet state and triplet state for 
transition state.  
 
4.3.2 Effects of catalyst  
Lewis acid catalyst BF3 helps to lower the energy barrier for the concerted pathway. 
The structures listed in Figure 4-2 suggest that catalyst increases the asynchronicity. 
The two newly formed bonds change from 2.217 and 2.236 Å to 2.127 and 2.547 Å 
respectively as compared to the TS of the reaction of ethylene with butadiene. This 
result is similar to those reported in previous studies10.  
Anti-left-TS is the only TS located for the stepwise pathway. The bond distances of 
catalyzed ones are similar to uncatalyzed ones. The C-C and C-N distance are shorter 
for the diene parts. Moreover, the energy barriers are also similar (31.44(catalyzed) to 
34.18(un-catalyzed)). The BF3 catalyzed concerted TS has a much lower barrier (13.01) 
than the un-catalyzed one (21.96). However, the effect of BF3 catalyst for the stepwise 
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pathway is still unknown. Attempts to find catalyzed anti intermediate failed and a 
weak complex was always found.  
The Mulliken charges of these two TSs are compared (Table 4-5). No significant 
differences are found.  
C6 has much more positive charge for the BF3 catalyzed one because of the strong 
electron withdrawing effect of BF3. However, this positive charge cannot be well 
stabilized by this carbon.  
Comparisons of the geometries of these two intermediates show that there are small 
differences between them (Table 4-5).  
 
4.4 Conclusions 
The concerted and diradical stepwise mechanisms for BF3 catalyzed and un-catalyzed  
2-aza-1,3-butadiene with ethylene Diels-Alder reaction have been studied. The 
transition structures are similar to those reported previously for Diels-Alder reaction of 
butadiene with ethylene. The energy barrier of the stepwise pathway was predicted to 
be 12.2 kcal mol-1 larger than that of the concerted pathway. BF3 significantly lowers 
the concerted energy barrier but has little effect on the stepwise pathway.  
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4.6 Tables and Figures:  
Table 4-1 
Theoretical reaction enthalpies ∆H (kcal mol-1) and energy barriers Ea (kcal mol-1) of 
previous calculations and present study 
Calculated Spices Method/Basis Sets Ea ∆H Ref. 
2-aza-butadiene with 
ethylene 
HF/3-21G// HF/3-21G 32.2  12 
 HF/6-31G*// HF/3-21G 41.3  12 
 MP2/6-31G*//  HF/3-21G 14.0  12 
BH3-2-aza-butadiene with 
ethylene 
HF/3-21G// HF/3-21G 25.8  12 
 HF6-31G*// HF/3-21G 34.2  12 
 MP2/6-31G*//HF/3-21G 8.5  12 
H+-2-aza-butadiene with 
ethylene 
HF/3-21G// HF/3-21G 9.3  12 
 HF6-31G*// HF/3-21G 16.0  12 
 MP2/6-31G*//HF/3-21G 1.4  11 
2-aza-butadiene with 
ethylene 
HF/6-31G*(ZPE not included) 38.80 -47.25 12 
 MP4SDQ/6-31G*//MP2/6-31G*  
(ZPE included at HF/6-31G* ) 
26.59 -45.71 12 
 MP2/6-31G*//MP2/3-21G  14.0  13 
2-aza-butadiene with 
ethylene 
HF/6-31G*// HF/6-31G* 44.21 -39.62 A 
 B3LYP/6-31G*// B3LYP/6-
31G* 
21.96 -39.70 A 
2-aza-butadiene with 
ethylene -BF3 
HF/6-31G*// HF/6-31G* 35.42  A 
 B3LYP/6-31G*// B3LYP/6-
31G* 
13.01 -54.70 A 
  (A:  Results from my calculation.) 
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Table 4-2 
Calculated bond lengths and energy barriers of the transition state (kcal mol-1) for the 
BF3 catalyzed and uncatalyzed concerted Diels-Alder reaction pathway of 2-aza-1,3-
butadiene with ethylene 
 
Method R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 Ea 
HF/6-31G*  2.142 1.379 2.261 1.372 1.330 1.307 44.21
B3LYP/6-31G*  2.217 1.380 2.360 1.377 1.353 1.317 21.96
B3LYP/6-31G*(BF3)  2.127 2.547 1.362 1.367  13.01
MP2/6-31G*12 2.237 1.375 2.365 1.373 1.363 1.317 14.0
HF/3-21G 12 2.171 1.374 2.242 1.360 1.340 1.310 
HF/6-31G* 12 2.142 1.379 2.261 1.372 1.330 1.307 
HF/3-21G(BH3) 12 2.102 1.373 2.339 1.353  25.8
HF/3-21G(H+) 12 2.031 1.370 2.670 1.385  9.3
(Activation barriers are in kcal mol-1 and include ZPE; bond lengths are in Å. Some 
results are missing because they are not reported in the reference paper. The BF3, BH3, 
and H+ are different Lewis acid catalysts.) 
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Table 4-3 
Calculated product C-C and C-N bond lengths (Å) and reaction enthalpies (kcal mol-1) 
for the BF3 catalyzed and un-catalyzed concerted Diels-Alder reaction pathway of 2-
aza-1,3-butadiene plus ethylene. Reaction enthalpies are in kcal mol-1 and include ZPE; 
bond lengths are in Å. 
 
Method R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 ∆H 
HF/6-31G*  1.528 1.527 1.528 1.512 1.251 1.455 -39.62
B3LYP/6-31G*  1.535 1.533 1.534 1.516 1.273 1.466 -39.70
B3LYP/6-31G*(with BF3) 1.528 1.533 1.535 1.498 1.278 1.475 -54.70
MP2/6-31G*12 1.524 1.523 1.524 1.508 1.283 1.467  
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Table 4-4  
Calculated activation energies (kcal mol-1) for the Diels-Alder reactions of 2-aza-
butadiene with ethylene calculated at B3LYP levels of theory.  E’rel is the relative 
energy after spin correction. ∆S is the relative S. 
Molecule HF 
energy(au) 







ethylene -78.58746 0.05123 52.3 0    
cisoid-2-aza-1,3-
butadiene -172.02471 0.07370 66.6 0    
transoid-2-aza-
1,3-butadiene -172.02802 0.07351 66.7 0    
concerted TS -250.58503 0.12890 77.2 0 21.96  -41.88
Product -250.68793 0.13530 73.6 0 -39.70  -70.23
anti-TS -250.56323 0.12618 81.8 0.55 34.18 28.76 -140.29
anti-intermediate -250.56851 0.12655 83.9 0.96 31.05 28.95 6.77
anti-left-TS -250.56153 0.12546 83.0 0.55 34.82 29.47 -74.48
anti-left-
intermediate -250.56907 0.12559 85.7 0.97 30.10 28.40 2.69
gauche-out TS -250.55966 0.12576 82.1 0.58 36.20 30.78 -87.57
gauche-out-left-




Mulliken charge comparisons for intermediates  
anti-left-intermediate-
BF3  





1 0.227 0.115 
2 -0.329 -0.309 
3 0.260 0.176 
4 0.004 -0.006 
Sum(diene part) 0.162 -0.025 
5 0.061 0.034 
6 0.047 -0.009 
Sum(dienophile 








































Figure 4-1. The concerted and stepwise pathways for the Diels-Alder reaction of 2-














product BF3-concerted TS BF3-product 
  
















anti-left-TS anti-left-Intermediate gauche-out TS 
  
 
gauche-out-left-TS   
 
  
Figure 4-2. RB optimized geometries of reactants, concerted transition state, and 
product, and  UB optimized geometries of the stepwise anti-diradical transition state, 
anti intermediate, and gauche-out transition state of the Diels-Alder reaction of 2-aza-
1,3-butadiene with ethylene. (Bond lengths are in Å) 
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Chapter 5  Diradical stepwise pathway or polarized stepwise pathway? — a 
density functional theory prediction for the mechanism of the hetero Diels-Alder 
reaction of 2-aza-1, 3-butadiene and ethylene derive 1,1-dimethyl-ethylene 
 
5.1 Introduction 
Hetero Diels-Alder reaction, as an important approach in the synthesis of six-
membered heterocyclic organic molecules, have been extensively studied both 
experimentally and theoretically. Both concerted and stepwise diradical pathways have 
been proposed to explain the reaction mechanisms. However, there are only a few 
examples proposed with a stepwise mechanism. Linkert and coworker1 reported in 
1996 the Lewis acid catalyzed cyclization of prolinal-derived ω-unsaturated N-
arylimine to novel enantiomerically pure indolizino[3,4-b]quinoline. A polarized 
stepwise mechanism involving the formation of a tertiary carbenium cation was 
proposed (Figure 5-1). The presence of at least one carbenium cation-stabilizing group 
(e.g. R1, R2=Me, Ph) is also found to be essential factor for this particular cyclization 
to be observed, which was also adopted as the rationale of the proposal of the reaction 
mechanism. This shows us that the presence of a carbenium cation stabilizing group 
(e.g. R1, R2=Me, Ph) and catalyst changes the stepwise mechanism in some way. A 
tertiary carboncation, which has extra stability due to hyperconjugation, is preferred 
over a radical.  However, no theoretical studies have yet been reported to support his 
discovery. Linkert’s system is too large for theoretical calculations. So we simplify it 
by taking out the unimportant components. The two methyl groups and the N atom in 
butadiene seem to be important. As to the six-membered ring, we think its effect is 
mainly providing extra control of the stereoselectivity. Lewis acid catalyst is also 
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important. For the catalyst, one effect may help to lower the energy barrier; another 
may provide extra control of the stereoselectivity. Hence the methyl group and the N 
atom will be kept. Our system for computational study will be the Diels-Alder reaction 
of 2-aza-butadiene with dimethyl-ethylene (reaction B). We will compare it with the 
reaction of 2-aza-butadiene with ethylene (reaction A) (Figure 5-2). 
In this chapter, first the effects of methyl substitute group, then the effects of the Lewis 
acid catalyst will be examined. The following questions will be addressed: 1). What 
are the differences between the polarized stepwise pathway and the diradical stepwise 
pathway? 2). How does the presence of two methyl groups help to stabilize the 
polarized stepwise pathway? 3). Which pathway is most favorable for this reaction? 4). 
Will Lewis acid catalysts also help to stabilize the polarized stepwise pathway? 
 
5.2 Computational Methods 
Calculations were performed using the Gaussian 98 program package2. All structures 
were fully optimized and characterized at the B3LYP/6-31G* level. Restricted 
Becke3LYP/6-31G* (hereafter referred to as RB) was used for closed-shell species: 
dimethyl-ethylene, cisoid- and transoid-2-aza-1,3-butadiene, product and the transition 
structure for concerted pathway. For the intermediates and transition states of the 
stepwise process, full optimizations were carried out at the unrestricted B3LYP/6-
31G* (hereafter referred to as UB) level on the stationary points of the three open-shell 
pathways: anti, gauche-in, and gauche-out. For all optimized structures, frequency 
calculations were performed in order to determine the nature of stationary points 
(saddle point representing transitions state is characterized by one imaginary 
frequency), to obtain zero-point vibrational energies (ZPE).   
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5.3 Results and Discussions 
5.3.1 Pathways 
Figure 5-3 shows possible concerted and stepwise pathways for the Diels-Alder 
reaction of 2-aza-butadiene with dimethyl-ethylene. Similar as the Diels-Alder reaction 
of ethylene and butadiene3, there are three conceivable intermediates formed from 
cisoid-2-aza-1,3-butadiene. They are labeled as anti, gauche-in, and gauche-out. To 
undergo cyclization, all must pass through geometry like the gauche-in intermediate. 
Several theoretical studies have shown that the anti conformer is the most favorable 
conformation for diradical intermediate. For each of the stepwise TS and intermediate, 
e.g., anti-intermediate in Figure 5-3, there is another intermediate  anti-left-
intermediate corresponding to this anti-intermediate. It differs from anti-intermediate 
by the position of N. For this type of structure, we label with a “left”. 
As explained in the previous chapter, only the conformations formed from cisoid-2-
aza-1,3-butadiene will be discussed  regarding the transition states and intermediates. 
For the convenience of discussion, the TS or intermediate derived from reaction A and 
reaction B, e.g. the anti-intermediate of reaction B, will be written as anti-
intermediate(B)(Table 5-1). 
Calculated bond lengths and energies for all species of reaction B are summarized in 
Figure 5-4 and Table 5-1.  
 
5.3.2 What are the differences between the concerted pathway of Diels-Alder 
reaction A and B? 
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The Diels-Alder reaction A has an energy barrier of 22.0 kcal mol-1 and introducing of 
two methyl groups increase it to 26.6 kcal mol-1. This may be due to both orbital 
interactions and steric factors (Figure 5-5 and Table 5-1). According to FMO theory, 
reaction A (ethylene (cc) and 2-aza-1,3-butadiene (but)) is a [2+4] reverse electron 
reaction ( LUMOcc-HOMObut 0.255 and LUMObut-HOMOcc 0.238)(Table 5-2). 
The weak electron-rich methyl substitutent causes the HOMO and LUMO of ethylene 
(-0.267 and 0.019) to be higher (-0.240 and 0.031), thus elevates the interaction 
LUMOcc - HOMObut to 0.267 and lowers the interaction LUMObut-HOMOcc to 
0.210. According to FMO theory, reaction B is still a [2+4] reverse electron reaction 
and the energy barrier should be lowered. However, the significant increase of the 
steric repulsion brought by the two methyl groups on the diene overwrites the 
electronic effect, which gives rise to an overall increase of the energy barrier. This can 
be verified by the geometry information. The distance between C4-C5 of reaction B 
(2.095) is shorter than that of reaction A(2.217) but the distance between C6 and C1 of 
reaction B (2.512) is longer than that of reaction A(2.360).  
 
5.3.3 What are the differences between the polarized stepwise pathway and the 
diradical stepwise pathway? 
In the proposed polarized stepwise pathway, dimethyl-ethylene reacts with 2-aza-1,3-
butadiene to form the tertiary carbenium ion to give the product. The polarized 
stepwise pathway can be simply depicted as the picture on the right side of Figure 5-6 
and the diradical stepwise pathway on the left.   
 
According to this mechanism, several important aspects are postulated: 
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¾ After the first step, a carbenium ion is formed as an intermediate for the 
polarized stepwise pathway or a diradical intermediate is formed for the 
diradical stepwise pathway. The stabilities of transition states and intermediates 
will depend on the stabilities of the diradical or the carbenium ion. 
¾ There shall be more charge transferred from the dienophile part to the diene 
part for the polarized pathway. The tertiary carbenium ion shall have a large 
degree of positive charge on C6 and hence, more negative charge on C1. 
¾ The diradical pathway favors intermediate in the anti conformation, while the 
polarized pathway favors gauche-in conformation. Gauche-out intermediate 
can also be stabilized by C6 and N3. Anti conformation is not expected to be 
the most favorable intermediate for the polarized stepwise pathway. 
¾ Lewis acid catalyst attached to N will help the electron transfer from the 
dienophile to the diene so as to form a stable tertiary carbenium ion. This will 
in turn lower the energy barrier. So Lewis acid catalyst might help polarized 
stepwise pathway. 
¾ The presence of at least one cation-stabilizing group (e.g. R1, R2=Me or Ph) 
can help particular cyclization. 
¾ The <S2> value will be 0 for the polarized stepwise pathway but non-zero for 
the diradical stepwise pathway because the diradical stepwise pathway involves 
intermediate in the triplet state. A real reaction may proceed through a mixture 
of both polarized stepwise pathway and diradical stepwise pathway. Sometimes 
the polarized pathway is preferred while other times the diradical stepwise 
pathway is favored. <S2> value can be used as a sign of which pathway is 
preferred. Large <S2> suggest that the diradical stepwise pathway is preferred 
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Because there are such great differences in the charge distribution for the two 
pathways, comparison is made for the calculated atomic charge. Atoms are labeled 
from 1 to 8 from diene part to dienophile part in sequence (Figure 5-7). 
 
5.3.4 Differences in the charge distribution between the gauche-in TS (B) and the 
concerted  TS(B) 
The calculated Mulliken charges for the transition states are listed in Table 5-3. For 
the two parts——diene and dienophile, the polarized stepwise pathway has more 
charge transferred from the dienophile part to the diene part (0.136 vs 0.091). 
Although the distance between C1 and C6 is larger for the polarized stepwise pathway 
(2.863) than that for the concerted pathway (2.512), C1 has more negative charges and 
C6 has more positive charge for the polarized stepwise pathway (C1: -0.101 vs -0.078, 
C6: 0.211 vs 0.204). TS of the polarized pathway is tighter for C4-C5 and looser for 
C1-C6 than that of the concerted pathway.  
 
5.3.5 Differences in charge distribution between anti intermediate (B) and anti 
intermediate (A) 
For 1,1-dimethyl-ethylene, the calculated charge transfer from the dienophile part to 
the diene part is much less for anti intermediate (B) than for the gauche-out 
intermediate (B) (0.074 vs 0.103). (Table 5-4) However, it is still significantly more 
than that for the anti intermediate (A) for ethylene. There is a larger negative charge 
for C6 and much more positive charge for C1 for 1,1-di-methyl-ethylene than for 
ethylene. The gauche-in and gauche-out intermediates are all favored by interaction 
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between C6 and C1 or N3. However, for the anti intermediate, its conformation does 
not favor interaction for C6 with C1 or N3. Gauche-in intermediate is hard to locate 
because the attraction of C1 and C6 will help to obtain the possible ‘product’ (Figure 
5-8) and this possible ‘product’ may be a little different from the ‘real’ product showed 
in Figure 5-4 and has a higher energy than the ‘real’ product. 
 
5.3.6 Will Lewis acid catalyst help the polarized stepwise pathway? 
The analysis for the Mulliken charge distribution for the BF3-catalyzed Diels-Alder 
reaction for ethylene and butadiene shows that BF3 can enhance electron transfer and 
hence, lead to more positive charge on C6 (Table 5-5). The tertiary carbenium ion 
provides extra stability. Hence, the Lewis acid catalyst will help to form the carbenium 
ion intermediate, and hence, leads to a lower  energy barrier. 
 
5.3.7 Will the polarized stepwise pathway become preferable over the concerted 
pathway? 
For the Diels-Alder reaction B, although gauche-in TS can be stabilized by the 
polarized pathway, it can not change the preference for the concerted pathway. The 
concerted pathway is still favored by 4.54 kcal mol-1 over the polarized stepwise 
pathway. However, this shows us possibility of a preferable stepwise pathway. 
Previous discussions have indicated that tertiary carbenium cation provides additional 
stability and leads to polarized stepwise pathway. Some substituent groups, e.g., 
phenyl, may stabilize the TS more despite larger steric repulsion because of the 
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resonance stabilized benzyl cation. For the reaction depicted in Figure 5-1, other 
conformations of TS and intermediates (anti, gauche-out) are prohibited because of the 
six-membered ring formed in the reaction. gauche-in becomes the only favored 
conformation. Two phenyl substituents give extra stability for the intermediate and 
also catalyst helps the formation of the carbenium ion. These factors work together and 
thus the polarized stepwise pathway may become favorable over the concerted 
pathway. The hypothesis of the existence of carbenium cation is supported by 
experimental study of Mellor et al who reported the trapping of the intermediate as the 
corresponding tertiary alcohols.4,5,6,7  
Mayr et al.8 suggested that, [2++4] cycloaddition of iminium ions with 1,3-butadiene 
shall have some characters of stepwise pathway. However, parts of their calculations 
are based on AM1 which is doubtable for its reliability. Our search for the transition 
state of concerted pathway at B3LYP/6-31G* always lead to the gauche-in transition 
state stepwise pathway and energy barrier of this pathway is only several kcal mol-1 
higher than the most stable weak-complex of CH2NH2 + and butadiene. This shows that 
the iminium ion really helps a lot to lower the energy barrier of stepwise pathway. 




The concerted and stepwise mechanisms for the 2-aza-1,3-butadiene plus 1,1-di-
methyl-ethylene Diels-Alder reaction have been studied using the B3LYP DFT method. 
A polarized stepwise pathway is proposed for the reaction, which involves a tertiary 
carbenium ion. The substituent groups on the terminal of the dieneophile help to gain 
special stability and are very important for the mechanism. However, the calculated 
energy barrier is still 4.6 kcal mol-1 higher than that of the concerted pathway. So the 
concerted pathway is still the most favorable pathway. With the help of Lewis acid 
catalyst, the polarized stepwise pathway might be lowered because the Lewis acid 
catalyst can add extra positive charge to the carbenium cation that will bring extra 
stability and help to overcome the several kcals mol-1 of energy barrier. However, 
Lewis acid catalyst will also lower a lot the barrier for the concerted pathway. So it is 
still unknown that the polarized pathway will become more favorable over the 
concerted pathway or not. 
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5.6 Tables and Figures: 
Table 5-1 
Calculated energies and <S2> value for reaction B at RB and UB. E’rel is the relative 
energy after spin correction. ∆Srel is the relative S. 
Molecule HF 
energy(au) 




2-aza-butadiene -172.02802 0.07351 66.7 0     
dimethyl-ethylene -157.22729 0.10851 70.6 0     
concerted TS -329.21682 0.18545 90.9 0 26.6 -46.4
anti-intermediate -329.21007 0.18365 99.3 0.88 29.8 -38.0
anti-left-intermediate -329.20979 0.18285 101.7 0.94 29.5 -35.6
gauche-in TS -329.20906 0.18479 93.9 0 31.2 -43.4
gauche-out TS -329.20859 0.18309 99.2 0.36 30.4 -38.1
gauche-out intermediate -329.20970 0.18355 99.0 0.76 30.0 -38.3
4+2 product -329.31632 0.19133 85.5 0 -33.2 -51.8
(Searches for the anti TS and anti-left-TS failed. The gauche-in intermediate also can 
not be located.) 
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Table 5-2 
Frontier orbital energies for the reaction between 2-aza-1,3-butadiene with ethylene 
and dimethyl-ethylene 
Molecule LUMO HOMO LUMO-HOMObut LUMObut-HOMO 
cis-2-aza-1,3-butadiene -0.0291 -0.2359     
Ethylene 0.0188 -0.2667 0.2547 0.2376 




Mulliken charges for the TSs(check Figure 5-6 for atom numbering)  







1 -0.101 -0.078 -0.094 -0.054 
2 0.180 0.186 0.176 0.182 
3 -0.360 -0.347 -0.386 -0.345 
4 0.145 0.149 0.142 0.144 
Sum(diene 
part) -0.136 -0.091 -0.162 -0.073 
5 -0.056 -0.074 -0.056 0.018 
6 0.211 0.204 0.224 0.056 
7 -0.014 -0.025 -0.012  
8 -0.005 -0.014 0.006  
Sum(dieno-






Mulliken charges for the intermediates(check Figure 5-6 for atom numbering) 
anti-intermediate(B) anti-intermediate (A) gauche-out 
intermediate(B) 




1 -0.031 -0.008 -0.051 
2 0.187 0.192 0.183 
3 -0.354 -0.346 -0.365 
4 0.124 0.130 0.129 
Sum(diene part) -0.074 -0.032 -0.103 
5 -0.019 0.034 -0.042 
6 0.156 -0.003 0.185 
7 -0.034  -0.028 
8 -0.028  -0.012 
Sum(dienophile 




Mulliken charges of the BF3 catalyzed and un-catalyzed intermediates of Diels-Alder 
Reaction B(check Figure 5-6 for atom numbering) 





1 0.227 0.115 
2 -0.329 -0.309 
3 0.260 0.176 
4 0.004 -0.006 
Sum(diene part) 0.162 -0.025 
5 0.061 0.034 
6 0.047 -0.009 
Sum(dienophile 





Figure 5-1. Polarized stepwise pathway for Lewis acid catalyzed cyclization of 









Figure 5-2. Diels-Alder reactions of ethylene with 2-aza-1,3-buatdiene (A) and 
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Figure 5-4. RB geometries of reactants, concerted transition state, and 4+2 product, and UB 
geometries of the stepwise anti-diradical transition state, anti intermediate, and gauche-out
transition state of the Diels-Alder reaction B. Bond lengths are given in Å. (Attempts to 




Figure 5-5. Transition states of the concerted pathway for reactions A and B 
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Figure 5-6. The diradical stepwise pathway and the polarized stepwise pathway of 
reaction B 
                              
Figure 5-7. Labels of atoms in sequence for the TSs and intermediates 
 




Chapter 6 A density functional theory study of the concerted and stepwise 




Hetero Diels-Alder reactions, which provide an important approach in the synthesis of 
six-membered heterocyclic organic molecules, have been extensively studied both 
experimentally and theoretically. Numerous studies have indicated that reactions may 
proceed via a stepwise mechanism. However, there have been relatively few 
theoretical calculations that show a favored stepwise pathway over ‘normal’ concerted 
pathway. From the intermediates and transition states obtained from the calculations 
for Diels-Alder reaction of butadiene and ethylene, a stepwise pathway could actually 
be possible if factors that can greatly stabilize diradical intermediates and transition 
states can be found. However, as we known, it is very difficult to stabilize radicals. It 
can not be simply stabilized by electron deficient or electron rich substitute groups.  
The special aspects of using tetrafluoroethylene(hereafter as TFE) aroused our interests. 
Unlike ethylene, TFE does not undergo a Diel-Alder reaction with butadiene but, 
instead, forms 2,2,3,3-tetrafluoro-1-vinylcyclobutane1(Figure 6-1). Moreover, in 
contrast to methyl radical, tetrafluomethyl radical is non-planar and has a high 
activation barrier for inversion. Theoretically, TFE has been studied by Borden and his 
coworker for Diels-Alder reaction with butadiene2,3. Diradical intermediates, concerted 
transition states (hereafter also referred as ‘TS’) and products have been investigated 
and comparisons were made to those obtained from the reaction of ethylene with 1,3-
butadiene. However, they did not examine the reaction profile of the stepwise pathway. 
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Borden contributes the special stability of these diradical spices to the effect of 
electron donation into C-F σ* orbitals.  
In this chapter, the effect of fluorine substitutions on the ethylene will be studied and 
the following questions will be addressed: 1). Is the reaction a polarized stepwise 
pathway or diradical stepwise pathway? 2). How does the fluorine substituent help the 
diradical stepwise pathway?  
 
6.2 Computational methods 
DFT calculations were performed using the Gaussian 98 program package4.  All 
structures were fully optimized and characterized at the B3LYP/6-31G* level. 
Restricted B3LYP/6-31G* (hereafter referred to as RB) was used for closed-shell 
species: TFE, cisoid and transoid-2-aza-1,3-butadiene, product and the transition 
state(hereafter as TS)  for the concerted pathway. For the intermediates and TSs of the 
stepwise process, full optimizations were carried out at the unrestricted B3LYP/6-
31G* (hereafter referred to as UB) level on the stationary points of the three open-shell 
pathways: anti, gauche-in, and gauche-out. For all optimized structures, frequency 
calculations were performed in order to determine the nature of stationary points and to 
obtain zero-point vibrational energies (ZPE) (the saddle point representing transition 
state is characterized by one imaginary frequency),  
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6.3 Results and Discussions 
6.3.1 Pathways 
For the convenience of discussion, the reaction of TFE and 2-aza-1,3-butadiene is 
marked as A and the reaction of ethylene and 2-aza-1,3-butadiene as B (See Figure 6-
2). Figure 6-3 shows the possible concerted and stepwise pathways for the Diels-Alder 
reaction of 2-aza-1,3-butadiene with TFE. As with the Diels-Alder reaction of ethylene 
and 1,3-butadiene, there are three conceivable intermediates formed from cisoid-2-aza-
1,3-butadiene. These are labeled as anti, gauche-in, and gauche-out. To undergo 
cyclization, all must pass through the geometry like the gauche-in intermediate. 
Previous calculations have shown that the anti conformation intermediate is the most 
favorable diradical intermediate5. For each of the stepwise TS and intermediate, e.g., 
anti-intermediate in Figure 6-4, there is another intermediate —— anti-left-
intermediate corresponding to this. It differs from anti-intermediate by the position of 
N. For these related structures, they are labeled with a “left”. 
As explained in previous chapters, only conformations formed from cisoid-2-aza-1,3-
butadiene will be discussed  regarding the TSs and intermediates.  
 
6.3.2 Structures and energies  
Calculated bond lengths and energies are listed in Figure 6-4 and Table 6-1. 
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6.3.3 What are the differences between the concerted pathway of reaction A and 
B? 
Reaction B has an energy barrier of 21.96 kcal mol-1 and introducing of the four 
fluorine substituent groups increases the energy barrier to 39.11 kcal mol-1( Figure 6-5 
and Table 6-1). This may be due to both the unfavorable orbital interactions and steric 
factors. According to FMO theory, the reaction between ethylene (cc) and 2-aza-1,3-
butadiene (but) is a 2+4 reverse electron reaction.( LUMOcc-HOMObut=0.2547 and 
LUMObut-HOMOcc =0.2376)(Table 6-2). The introduction of two fluorine substituent 
groups elevates the LUMOff-HOMObut(0.2671) and lowers the LUMObut-HOMOff 
(0.2105). Electron deficient group fluorine causes the HOMO and LUMO of 
dienophile (-0.2667,0.0188) to be lower (-0.2395,0.0312) and increases the gap 
between HOMObut and LUMOff. Thus the energy barrier is expected to be lowered 
according to FMO theory. However, the significant increase of steric repulsions 
brought by the two fluorine groups on the diene overwrites the favorable electronic 
effect, which give rise to an overall increase of the energy barrier. 
 
6.3.4 The transition state structure of stepwise pathway: a diradical or  
carbonium   ion?  
As with the Diels-Alder reaction for dimethyl-ethylene with 2-aza-1,3-butadiene, TFE 
could possibly also favor a polarized stepwise pathway(Figure 6-6). Charge 
distribution will be investigated to verify the mechanism of reaction A.  
In Table 6-3 and Table 6-4, the Mulliken atomic charges for the intermediates and 
TSs are listed. There is usually a larger amount of charge transfer from the dienophile 
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part to the diene part for a polarized stepwise pathway. The calculated charge transfer 
for reaction A and B and that of dimethyl-ethylene and 1,3-butadiene are compared in 
Table 6-4. Reaction A has a similar charge transfer as reaction B while it is 
significantly less than that of dimethyl-ethylene with 1,3-butadiene. So reaction A 
proceeds in a diradical stepwise pathway. 
 
6.3.5 Why diradical intermediates get stabilized? 
According to the studies by Borden et. al2, the radical AH3 (NH3, PH3, or CH3, SiH3…) 
can be stabilized under two circumstances: 1). A is a second-row rather than a first-row 
atom. 2). The three hydrogens are substituted with some electron withdrawing groups, 
such as fluorine. The reduction in the energy difference between a2’’ and 2a1’ (Figure 
6-8) that results from the fluorine substitution leads to the mixing of these two orbitals 
upon pyramidalization. The physical reason of this pyramidalization effect is that, as 
shown in Figure 6-9, the filled MO that results from mixing of these two orbitals is no 
longer localized just on A, but is delocalized onto the more electron withdrawing 
substituents. Thus, the inversion barrier on A is increased. It has also been found that 
successive replacements of hydrogens by fluorines result in increased pyramidalization 
and higher barriers to inversion in carbon-centered radicals. 
In summary, there are two possible ways to stabilize the diradical TSs and 
intermediates. One can lower the energy barrier of the stepwise pathway by either 
changing the X (X=C, N, O) in CH2=X to a second-row atom (Si, Ge, P, As, S, Se) or 
changing the substitutent group on the dienophile to some more electronegative 
elements such as fluorine.  
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6.3.6 The concerted pathway for reaction A 
Several studies have showed that TFE has a weaker π bond than ethylene2,3. The 
calculated energy barrier of the concerted pathway A (39.11 kcal mol-1) is much higher 
than that of reaction B (26.6 kcal mol-1). Although the π bond in TFE is weaker than 
the π bond in ethylene, this factor alone does not explain why the stepwise pathway TS 
is apparently lower in energy than the concerted transition state for a Diels-Alder 
reaction, in which CC bonds are formed simultaneously2,3. Previous studies have also 
found that despite the weaker π bond in TFE, the concerted pathway energy barrier of 
reaction of TFE with 1,3-butadiene is nearly the same as that of Diels-Alder reaction of 
ethylene with 1,3-butadiene. For our calculations of reaction of reaction A and B, they 
are significantly different. Moreover, the syn pyramidalizations of TFE for reaction A 
and the reaction of TFE with 2-aza-1,3-butadiene, was found to raise the energy of 
TFE by several kcal mol-1 which is larger than the same distortion in ethylene2,3. 
Presumably, repulsions between the fluorine atoms make the pyramidalization of TFE 
in a syn fashion energetically costly(Figure 6-5), so CF2 pyramidalization in the Diels-
Alder transition state does not accelerate this reaction. As expected, the CF2 radical 
center is highly pyramidalized in the radical and of course the CF2 group at which the 
new C-C bond is formed also becomes non-planar2,3. Borden et al. have examined the 
Diels-Alder reaction of TFE and 1,3-butadiene. However, they only investigated the 
intermediates and concluded that the diradical stepwise pathway is preferred. This is 
clearly not conclusive because although the diradical intermediate is much lower in 
energy than the TS of concerted pathway, a TS of exceptionally higher energy than the 
intermediate is still possible. 
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In this study, we have examined the full reaction profile of the stepwise diradical 
mechanism, including the transition states. The anti-TS, which is the TS with the 
lowest energy, is still much higher in energy than the intermediates. It may be due to 
the great changes of geometry for TFE in reactants and in intermediates. TFE is much 
more pyramidalized in TSs and intermediates than in reactants where it is planar.     
As a summary, the fluorine substitutent group helps to stabilize the diradical TS and 
intermediate and lower the energy barrier. However, it also lowers the energy barrier 
for 2+2 pathway. Experimental results have shown that, unlike ethylene, TFE does not 
undergo a Diels-Alder reaction with 1,3-butadiene but, instead, forms 2,2,3,3-
tetrafluoro-1-vinylcyclobutane.  This provides another piece of evidence of stabilizing 
effect of fluorine on the diradical intermediates.  Based on a similar reasoning, the 
other radical center on N can also be stabilized. According to the second-order 
perturbation theory, substitution of N by other atoms (e.g., P) in 2-aza-1,3-butadiene 
can stabilize this radical center. In addition, this radical center N can be stabilized by 
special electron withdrawing substitutent group, e.g., fluorine. 
 
6.4 Conclusions 
Density functional theory has been applied to the study of the mechanism of the hetero 
Diels-Alder reaction of TFE with 2-aza-1,3-butadiene. Both concerted and stepwise 
mechanisms were studied at the B3LYP/6-31G* level. Charge density analysis proves 
that the pathway is diradical stepwise rather than polarized stepwise. Comparisons 
were made with the corresponding reaction with ethylene. The stepwise pathway is 
predicted to have a slightly higher energy barrier than the concerted pathway by 0.3 
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kcal mol-1. The lowest diradical stepwise intermediate is 17.4 kcal mol-1 lower in 
energy than the transition state of the concerted pathway.  Electronegative substituent 
like fluorine can help to stabilize the diradical transition states and intermediates and, 
hence, favor the stepwise diradical mechanism.  
 
6.5 Summary 
From chapter four to six, we have different attempts to find a preferable stepwise 
pathway over a concerted pathway. Although finally we failed, the studies provide us 
useful suggestions. 
In chapter four, we changed the diene from 1,3-butadiene to 2-aza-1,3-butadiene. The 
hetero atom (N) makes the reaction harder as compared to that of 1,3-butadiene with 
ethylene. Effects of Lewis acid catalyst BF3 are also studied. It does not help to lower 
down the stepwise pathway as does for the concerted pathway. However, this may not 
be true when we change the substituent groups on ethylene. In chapter five, effects of 
the methyl group are investigated. It’s proved to be greatly helpful to lower the energy 
barrier of the stepwise pathway and decrease the difference of energy barrier between 
the concerted and the stepwise pathway to only 4.6 kcal/mol. A polarized stepwise 
pathway rather than a diradical stepwise pathway is proposed for this reaction because 
the extra two methyl substituents contribute special stability by forming a stable 
tertiary carbenium ion rather than a diradical intermediate. In chapter six, the Diles-
Alder reaction of tetrafluoroethylene and 2-aza-1,3-butadiene is studied. Fluorine 
substituents greatly help to stabilize radical centers. The energy barrier of the stepwise 
pathway is slightly higher than that of the concerted pathway by 0.3 kcal/mol.   
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In all, the mechanisms of some hetero Diels-Alder reactions have been carefully 
studied. Possible factors that affect the concerted pathway have been evaluated and the 
excitation energy between singlet and triplet states is suggested to be the most 
important factor for concerted pathway. Two possible ways are suggested to lower the 
energy barrier of the stepwise pathway. One is to put methyl groups on the dienophile 
terminals which help a polarized stepwise pathway and the other one is to add fluorine 
to the dienophile terminals which helps a diradical stepwise pathway.  
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6.7 Tables and Figures 
Table 6-1  
Calculated energies and  <S2> values at RB and UB level 
Molecule HF energy 
(au) 




2-aza-1,3-butadiene -172.02802 0.07351 66.7 0   
TFE -475.49960 0.02147 74.7 0   
concerted TS -647.48862 0.09678 96.1 0 39.1 -45.3 
anti TS -647.48692 0.09549 100.0 0.36 39.4 -41.4 
anti-intermediate -647.50981 0.09711 100.4 0.98 25.8 -41.0 
anti-left-intermediate -647.51527 0.09656 100.3 0.94 22.0 -41.0 
gauche-in TS -647.48441 0.09501 100.5 0.41 40.7 -40.9 
gauche-out TS -647.48458 0.09510 100.8 0.42 40.7 -40.6 
4+2 product -647.63613 0.10296 89.0 0 -51.1 -52.4 
(The anti-left-TS, gauche-in intermediate, gauche-out intermediate and 2+2 products 
can not be located.)  
Table 6-2 
Frontier orbital energies for the reaction between 2-aza-1,3-butadiene with ethylene 
and TFE  
Molecule LUMO HOMO LUMO-HOMObut LUMObut-HOMO 
cis-2-aza-1,3-butadiene -0.0291 -0.2359     
Ethylene 0.0188 -0.2667 0.2547 0.2376 
TFE 0.0312 -0.2395 0.2671 0.2105 
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Table 6-3  
Mulliken atomic charges for TSs and intermediates of Diels-Alder Reaction A and 
B( for the numbering of atoms the TS and intermediate please refer to Figure 6-7)  

















1 -0.035 0.182 0.028 0.145 -0.008 
2 0.195 -0.284 0.211 -0.293 0.192 
3 -0.327 0.231 -0.345 0.208 -0.346 
4 0.106 -0.065 0.108 -0.043 0.130 
Sum(diene 
part) -0.061 0.064 0.003 0.017 -0.032 
5 0.511 0.534 0.556 0.563 0.034 
6 0.466 0.414 0.463 0.461 -0.003 
7 -0.234 -0.259 -0.282 -0.282  
8 -0.238 -0.256 -0.274 -0.285  
9 -0.221 -0.249 -0.235 -0.237  
10 -0.223 -0.248 -0.232 -0.237  
5’ 0.172 0.219 0.184 0.196 0.034 
6’ 0.052 0.028 0.048 0.040 -0.003 
Sum(dieno-




Mulliken atomic charges for TSs of Diels-Alder reaction A and B( for the numbering 
of atoms the TS and intermediate please refer to Figure 6-7) 
gauche-in TS(A) gauche-in  TS for 2-
methyl-ethylene with 
2-aza-1,3-butadiene 




   
1 -0.041 -0.101 -0.008 
2 0.189 0.180 0.192 
3 -0.326 -0.360 -0.346 
4 0.116 0.145 0.130 
Sum(diene 
part) -0.062 -0.136 -0.032 
5 0.488 -0.056 0.034 
6 0.492 0.211 -0.003 
7 -0.239 -0.014  
8 -0.255 -0.005  
9 -0.205   
10 -0.219   
Sum(dienophi

















Reaction A: Diels-Alder reaction of 2-aza-1,3-butadiene with TFE
Reaction B: Diels-Alder reaction of 2-aza-1,3-butadiene with ethylene 





















































































Addition of Dimethyl-ethylene with 2-aza-1,3-butadiene
+
 
Figure 6-3. The concerted and stepwise pathways for the Diels-Alder reaction of 2-




Ethylene cis-2-aza-1,3-butadiene trans-2-aza-1,3-butadiene 
 
  









anti-left-intermediate gauche-out TS gauche-out-left-TS 
 
 
Figure 6-4.  RB geometries of reactants, concerted transition state, and product, and 
UB geometries of the stepwise anti-diradical transition state, anti intermediate, and 
gauche-out transition state of the Diels-Alder reaction A. Bond lengths are in Å. 
 




Figure 6-6. The diradical stepwise pathway and the polarized pathway of Diels-Alder 
reaction A. 
                           
Figure 6-7.  Labels of atoms in sequence for the TS and intermediate of reaction A 
 
Figure 6-8. Effects of mixing the a2’’ nonbonding MO with the 2a1’ antibonding MO of 
planar AH3 on pyramidalization (this picture is from Reference 3) 
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Figure 6-9. Thermodynamic cycle showing that the π BDE of an alkene is reduced 
from the intrinsic strength of a π–bond between the planar radical centers by the 
energy released upon pyramidalization(this picture is from Reference 3). 
 
